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ABSTRACT

Living cells are highly auto-dynamic entities which
means that the underlying biochemistry is equally
dynamic, a reality which is ignored by most researchers.
Theoretical studies indicate that such a state mu.st be
due to the existence of oscillatory variations in the
levels and activities of key components in the cell. In
this study, the dynamic behaviour of four major,
interrelated areas of cell biochemistry
(phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, the terminal
reaction of glycolysis and the amount of soluble
protein) were examined and all systems found to
oscillate in murine erythroleukaemic cells (MEL) and,
where examined, also in the human HL-6Q le1ukaemic cell
line.
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others have been shown to occur at a higher frequency
than p& viously reported (phosphotyrosine phosphatase
activity, the activity and apparent isozyme pa.ttern of
lactate dehydrogenase, the amount of ext:ractable
protein). All rhythms are shown (for the first: time) to
be complex and to involve several contributing
periodicities, some modulating the period and amplitude
of the observed oscillation. The frequencies are very
high (periods of 1-20 minutes and probably Leas) and the
amplitudes are equally high (variations in ma~1nitude of
as much as a hundred fold).

Phosphorylation processes, currently of particular
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interest with regard to the nature and control of cell
proliferation are thus found to be more highly dynamic
than previously believed, a fact which throws some doubt
on the current ideas on cell proliferation. The actual
lactate dehydrogenase (LDR) active isoz'rme pattern is
shown not to be constant (as generally believed) but to
vary at high frequency (possibly due to
phosphorylation of the the enzyme) while the kinetics
and specifi=ity of the lone isozyme in murine
erythroleukaemic cells appear to be varying at
equally high frequency due to the action of
regulators (perhaps arising elsewhere within the
glycolytic pathway). Similar results were obtained with
HL-60 leukaemic cells with at least two of the
isozymes varying in level, to some extent independently.
The hormone, insulin, and the inducer of cell
differentiation, HMBA (hexamethylenebisacetamide), have
been found to affect the dynamics of the four systems
although, because of the complexity of the rhythms the
actual effects on the dynamics are not easitlY defined.
Insulin has a marked effect on the mean level of
the activity of the LDH Lsozyyme ~

Cl\t'e.

ThE:!fact that all osc iLf.atid.ons j.tS seen despite no
attempt being made to synchronise the cell population
suggests the existence of communication between cells
but how this can occur when the rhythms ane of such high
fre:gl..1encyis intriguing.

All the resultd add further support for the long
standin9 view of my supervisor, that the properties and
beha.viour of cells reflect the internal dynamics and
that: differentiation, cancer and intracellular
signalling occur through changes in the patrcezn of
b~Y.!lporalorganisation of cellular osci.llations.
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The project was based on much earlier theoretical
and experimental stud.:......;;of Dr. Gilbert indicating an
oscillatory basis for cell dynamics and his view of the
rates of rhythmic processes in differentiation, cancer
and intracellular signalling.

W.t.d.lethe initiaI intention was to study just
~hosphorylation dynamico, novel and interesting results
le~ into other areas (that might yet prove to be
invG1ved in phosphorylation pzoceeses ) which emphasise ~
even more I how highly dynamic and complex cellular
reactions really are. Those who ignore this fact (and
that includes ll~ost cell biochemists) I may thus be
producing results of doubtful value.

Twa articles on the subject matter of this thesis are in
the press (as given below) although additional
interesting results in t;heareas of phosphorylation and
extractable protein oscillations have been obtained
since SUbmission of the articles. Presentations of the
work have been given at various conferences (as listed.
below) and a number of other articles are already in
preparation a
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CHAPTER. I

INTRODUCTION

GEllERAL COMMEw.:'S

~he studies reported here cover a range of distinct
but related aspects of cell 'biochemistry. Therefore
this introduction is equally wide ranging in scope if
not in depth. The major aspects are given in Table I
which also attempts to indicate some of the links
between successive topics but others should become
apparent as the thesis is developed. The subject of
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of cellular
constituents is considered first, partly for historical
reasons (such experiments being the first under.taken)

importance for every
properties and function.
the autodynamic aspect.s
little is known about

and also because of the ever growing recognition of its
aspect of cell behaviour,
The general aim was to prove

of the subject as relatively
them. However, the studies

diverged into areas where the connections may not be
obvious I nameLy the regula'tion of lactate dehydrogenase
isozymes which could occur through phosphorylation and
dephosphoryla1:.ion of the enzymic forms. Circumstances
prevented th:Ls view from being substantiated but it
seems eVEm more likely to be a factor. What should
become evf.dent; is t.he fact that 'thevarious systems are
even mor-e highly autodynamic and complex than even we
expected them to be.
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OUTLINE OF INTRODUCTION

SUBJECT OUTLINE LIlIK

PHOSPHORYLATIOn
MID

DEPHOSPHORYLATIOll

PHOSPHO-TYROSHIE
PHOSPHATASE

InSULIn ACTIOn
CELL REPLICATIOIl

DIFFERENTIATION
CANCER

MEL CELLS
INDUCED
DIFFERENTIATIOn
HMBA

COlfTROL
PROCESSES
AUTODYUAMIC
BEH.WIOUR OF
CONTROL SYSTEMS

MEL REDOX MID
MORPHOLOGICAL
DYlIMlICS
LACTATE
DEHYDROGEIIASE

HL-60 CELLS

EXTRACTABLE
PROTEHl OSCILLATIOn

General involvement
in metabolic processes

Phosphorylation of
serine, threonine
and tyrosine

___________ 0 Rei!(.!!'salof phosphorylation
Particular enzyne
catalysing
dephosphorylation

Known actions of insulin
----------------------- (Inphosphorylation processes

Important hornone
---------~----------- Insulin as a nitogenPhosphorylation processes

and cell cycle
--------------------- Dependence on cell replicationNature of phenomenon
-------------------- Blocked differentiationcontinued proliferation

tetikaenias
_________________ 0 An example of blocked

differentiation
Characteristics

-------------------- Reversed l'lalignancyDifferentiation
reinitiated

Inducing agent
-----------Q---Q----- Dependence Oil e:mtrol processes

cellular controls
Gl'fcolysis

----------------.---- Living cells are nif:lblydynal'lic
Oscillations
C-eneral pror~rties
Action of disturbances

OScillator concept of
--------------------- cancer and diffm::ent.lu':lOn

and cell replication
Observed oscillations
in MEL c~l1s

_____ ., ..__ Glycolysis- the source of ..TP
Phosphorylation of LDR

R(lle in glycolysis
Ohserved oBcillations
1 isozyne in MEL cells

HIJD.an Ieaukaeaic cells

Another cell blocked
in differentiation
contains 4 LDR isozynes
This occurs in all cells

------ ..------------- and influences data
interpretation
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PHOSPHORYLATION AND DEPHOSPHORYLATION

As any text book shows, early biochemical studies
soon recognised the metabolic Importance of substrate
and coenzyme phosphorylation and transfer of the
phosphate group from one such molecule to another. Only
in the last decade or so has it been appreciated that
similar reactions occur with and among many proteins and
that this class of reactions is of great significance to
the behaviour. properties and functions of all cells.
The protein phosphorylation reaction was the first
example of control through covalent modification and h~fj

been found to occur in almost every type of cellular
process includin9 synthesis of cell constituents,
metabolic pathways> and even gene expression (,KrebsI
Beavo, 1979).

In particular, the activation and deactivaten of a
wide range of enzymes by kinases and phosphatases
(including covalEmt modifIcation of those enzymes
themselves) form Cl complex set of regulatory reactions
without which cells could not survive (Flocltart and
Corbin 1982; Li 1982; Krebs 1985). They inclUde signal
processes at the level of receptors in the plasma
membrane through to genetic and associated reactions and
many Intermediate processes. Trygive a general overview
of this field of research would require more space than
this thesis provides. Therefore in this introduction
attention will be :Eocussed on one aspect of the subject
which is particularly relevant to the topics of my O~>1n
research, namely the role of these processes in cell
differentiation and proliferation (or more correctly, in
mitosis). It should be noted, however, that similar
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reactions are involved in other major aspects of cell
mc:~tabolism, such as transcription initially, however,
sl:>mething should be said about, the nature of the
reactions involved in protein phosphorylation. The
smbject will be related to virtually all aspects of the
t:.hesisalthou~lh that fact may not be obvious. One aim of
the work presented here was to see if the
phosphorylation potential of cell extracts varied in
periodi~ manner and if it is so; to determine the true
perie>d and obtain some indication of the amplitude, as
these factors are important with regard to current ideas
on mit.osis e

PROTEIN PHOSPHORi."I.ATION

1\1,6 indicated I reversible protein phosphorylation is
an important feature of many biological processes
includ.ing signal transduction, metabolism and growth
control (Bourret et al 1989). The reactions in.volved in
the enzyme-catalyzed phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation of proteins may be depicted as:

kinases
Protein + n NTP ---------------> protein-Pn + n NDP

protein-Pn + n H20 -----------------> Protein + n Pi
phosphatases

where NTP is one or more of the nucleotide triphosphates
and Pi is inorganic phosphate (see, for example,
Flo~'lClrt and Corbin 1982, Li 1982, Krebs 1985) .
HowevE~r, this is a much simplifed picture in that it
does not take into account; the nature of the protein
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residue affected, the multiplicity of such sites on many
proteins, the order in which they become phosphorylated
or the importance of the timing at which they all occur
and the factors determining those times. More often than
not attenti~l1 is focused merely on the extent of the
covalent modification.

Most studies have been concerned with
phosphorylation and the more frequent sites for this
regulatory action are the hydroxyl groups of seryl and
threo:nyl residues of the target proteins, tyrosyl
residue~ are also affected but to a lesser extent,
making up only 0.01%-0.05% of the phosphoamino acid
content of a normal cell (Hunter and Sefton 1980; Sefton
at al 1980; Ushiro and Cohen, 1981). While the mammalian
phosphoseryl and phosphothreonine kinases are ~~.
not only in the control of glycogen metabolism, but also
in :t"eplication, the phosphorylation of the tyrosyl
residues has taken on a signi:;.:icance far out of
proportion to the frequency at which it occurs. This
stemmed from the fact that there is a 10 to 60 thousand
fold increase in the extent of tyrosyl phosphorylation
on infection by viruses causing transformation. More
recent stUdies have revealed additional reasons for
stressing the importance of the latter reactions. The
view of the relative significance of the different
target sites changes almost daily as new information
becomes available but presumably all are of some
significance depending on the topic of interest. Indeed,
some proteins (e.g., those involved in mitosis see
later) appear to undergo mul~iple phosphorylation at all
three residues
important in

and the sequence of reactions may be!
dett:!rminingtheir overall function (see~
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Roach, 1991, for a review of multiple phosphorylation
rAactions). What is clear is that all kinds of
phosphorylation and dephosph.orylation reactions are of
the utmost importance to cell proliferation,
transformation and differentiation, three inter-
related problems.

By way of example, a phosphoprotein with protein
kinase activity was found to be required for
transformation by the ROllS sarcoma· virus. Increased
protein tyrosine phosphorylation has also been observed
in blood platelets follmiing treatment with thrombin and
collagen which activate platelet aggregation. The role
of the protein tyrosine kinases in non-proliferating,
terminally differentiated cells is not known, they may
induce cell aggregation in response to the agonists~
Some of ~hese aspects will be amplified as the theme is
developed.

It has been found that a change in the extent of
the phosphorylation of protein tyrosine residues occurs
during differentiation of the virally transformed MEL
cells (see later). It has been suggested (Hrunmond et al
1985) that dephosphorylation processes could be involved
in the reversal of malignant characteristics which is
produced by inducers of differentiation. However,
recogn~s1ng the importance of time dependent processes
and rhythmic behaviour in the regulation of cellular
metabolism, they proposed not a simple shift in the
extents of phosphorylation but a change in the dynamic
"equilibrium" (Hammond et al 1989). It 'tvasargued that
to be of significancel the kinase and phosphatase enzyme
systems must const.I tute controlled processes and as such
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the systems could have the ability to behave in an
autodynamic manner I transformatio:!"!and the reversed
malignancy could then result from changes in the pattern
of dynamic behaviour (Gilbert, 1968,1984a)" Such
concepts are discussed more fully in the subsequent
sections of this introduction.

PHOSPHORYLATION AT TYROSINE RESIDUES

Phosphorylation at tyrosine in proteins is important
if only in that specific tyrosine kinases have been
found to reside in membrane receptors for various growth
factors (e.g., insulin) and in oncogene products; it was
suggested that the reaction may correlate with cell
proliferation (Sefton et al 1980, Kolata 1983.
Ramachandra and Ullrich 1987). To this end, t.yrosine
phosphorylation by specific phosphotyrosyl kinases has
been associated with the regulation of proliferation and
also differentiation and transformation. Moreover, the
intrinsic tyrosine kinase activities of the receptors
for various growth factors [epidermal growth factor-
(EGF), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-
like growth factor-l and insulin are changed by the
binding of the agent and the receptors even
phosphorylate themselves and other proteins at tyrosine
residues (Piga et a11984).
instances, the s'timulation
activity
process.

probably plays a

Thus,
of the
role in

in at least some
tyrosine kinase
the signalling

Tumour promoters induce tyrosine-specific protein
phosphorylation and it has been found that high levels
of tyrosine protein kinase activity exist in murine and
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human T lymphoma cell lines while lowler levels were
detected in normal resting lymphocytes. It has been
observed that many oncogene products have tyrosine.
kinase activities and also an extensive sequence
homology with several known growth factor receptors
(Ferrari and Baserga, 1987; Bradshaw and Prentis, 1987)

PHOSPHOPROTEIN PHOSPHATASES

For protein phosphorylation to be of importance as a
regulatory mechanism, the reverse step lnust take place,
the levels of both phosphorylated and dephosphorylated
forms of enzymes or proteins are important if a
regulatory function exists.

At present,
the possible role
dephosphorylation

relatively little is known concerning
of phosphoprotein phosphatase-mediated
in regulating growth, differentiation

and neoplastic transformation. Phosphoprotein
phosphatases apparently exist in some tumour and normal
tiss1.,',esand cell lines: somecLaes thel:;e enzymes also
appear to be related to alkaline phospllatase activity
while others are acid phosphatases, (Swarup, Cohen,
Garbers!1981, Leis and Kaplan, 1982). Alltaline
phosphatases exist in several isozymic forms.
Dephosphorylation by acid and alkaline phosphatiases has
been studied in several ~umour lines and changes have
been observed which appear to be rlalated to the
rate of cell proliferation, [Seah~, sach , 1974; Cox and
Park, 1982 i Kikichi, TaJcagiI Parmley, Ghanta,
Hiramoto 1982; Takhara, Herz, Sillger, Hirano, Koss
1982] . One hypothesis suggests 'chat protein
t:yrosine phosphoryfatii.onfeeds into or :regulates the
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much more abundant serine (threonine) phosphorylation that
occurs in cells but recent cell cycle studies indicate
more complex patterns of behaviour.

PhosphotyrosyJ. protein phosphatase activities have
been found in eukaryotic cell lines and are widely
distributed in various t.ls:::;'l...res , in association with cell
membranes and tolith the cycoso l, supporting the argument
that they do play an important role in cellular
regulation processes. Multiple pH specificities have
been observed, displaying both acid and alkaline
phosphatase activities and.they appear to exist in at
least 3 distinct forms, each with a diff.erent Mr value.
It is not clear whether these different forms represent
distinct and differe11t Lsozyraes, the association of one
enzyme or catalytic subunit with diffe:t:'entregulatory
proteins or the proteolysis of a single enzyme form to
yield several different enzymes with a range of Mr
values.

It has been reported that some pl1ospltloserylprotein
phosphatases can also exhibit P-T-Pase activity but
studies on substrate specificities have proved that
phosphotyrosine phosphatases are totally distinct
enzymes and, indeed, the activities can be separated
from each other using various chromatographic
techniques.

It should be noted that 'chesuggestion has been made
that the specificities of kinases and phosphatases are
too low for the reactions ,tobe biologically significant
if acting alone but that they interact with other
proteins (termed targetti:ng subunits) which convey a
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much higher degree of specificity
1993, Kennelly and Krebs 1991).

(Hubbard, and Cohen,
This would make the

system comparable with the ubiquitin reactions
governing protein degradation (Jantsch, 1992). If
correct, this mechanism further complicates the issues
well beyond those considered here although not
invalidating them.

Our argument is that. IF phosphorylation at
tyrosine residues is so important with regard to the
regulation of replication. cancer. etc then .it follows
that P-T-Pase must also be a key enzyme for these
various phenomena.

As indicated, the dominance of either
phosphorylation or dephosphorylation will depend on the
balance between the activities of the kinases and
phosphatases. The regulation can occur by simply
altering the ratios of the rates of these processes or
by changing the relative times or frequency at which
they act. If the latter, then what determines the time
at which a reaction occurs or its repetition interval?
Is regulation of these covalent r~actiolls achieved by

changes in their dynamics rather than through
changes in ~ates or levels of components?
phosphorylation potential oscillates then one
expect the phosphatase activities to oscillate also.

simple
If the

can

Phosphorylation at tyrosine in proteins seems to be
important if only in that specific tyrosine kinase
activity has been found to reside in membrane receptors
for various growth factors and in oncogene products, it
has been suggested that the reaction may correlate with
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cell proliferation (Sefton et al 1980; Kolata 1983;
Ramachandra and Ullrich 1987). Phosphorylation and
dephosphorylation of proteins appears to be a factor in
the control of MEL cell differentiation. Studies done on
MEL cells have shown that they contain protein kinases
and that protein phosphorylation patterns change during
induced differentiation (Grozittand Friend 1981; Earp et
al 1983; SchWartz and Rubin 1983).

PHOSPHOAHINO ACID PBOSPlfATASES

Initially thnre were no suitable substrates for
phosphoprotein phosphatase activities so, Hammond et al
1989 used the phosphoamino acids and reported the
presence of phosphoamino acid phosphatases in MEL cells
with similar but not identical cyclic changes in the
activities of all three of them in both control cells
and those treated with DMSO or HMBA (see later for
abbreviations). They obtained results suggesting that
there might be a change in dephosphorylation status
associated with differentiation (Hammond at al 1985). If
both phosphorylation and dephosphorylation processes are
autodynamic, the balance could be modified by altering
the dynamics (for example, the co-ordination between the
periodicitielR'). Such a possibility did lot seem
impossible forg as will be discussed shortly,
differences in phasing of isozyme oscillations have been
reported for several cells.

PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE

Limitations to the stUdies of Hammond et al (1985)
were Ca) the discontinuous nature of the assays
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originally used, and (b) the fact that the chemica
determinations of the liberated phosphate were tim6
consuming; one of the thesis tasks was the development
of a continuous spectrophotometric assay for the
hydrolysis of phosphotyrosine and a com:~rison of the
two assay methods (see Appendix IV).

S ,",sea
In their studieft, Wolbrandt et al,(1985) f sampling

'times which were very long but they considered the
possibility that the frequencies were much higher than
they appeared at that time. Proving this to be so was
one of the tasks forming part of this thesis. Although
the situation is even more complex than this picture
indicates, it serves as a basis for much of the
following introduction.

Role of ca2+ ions

Apart from the "targetting subunits" mentioned
above, many of the kinases and phosphatases are
themselves regulated by the ca2+-dependent protein
calmodulin and hence by the cytosolic calcium
concentration. Changes in the calcium levels influence
the ability of cells to grow and divide, the ion thus
being essential for both metabolism and as a trigger of
cell division (Campbell, 1983). To illustrate this point
we may note that in sea urchin eggs, it has been shown
(using the ca2+ indicator Aequorin) that a SUbstantial
rise in intracellular free calcium occurs within 60
seconds of fertilization after which begin the first
cell divisions of embryogenesis. The steady state
(average)
mammalian

calcium concentration in the
cells is of the order of 10-8M to

of
but
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upon stimulation the intracellular calcium concentration
reaches ~M levels¥
phosphatase activity.
stimulate cell division

whi-::his sufficient to stimulate
In some situations, {'!AMP can also

through an interaction with the
intracellular 2+Ca • It is clear that a complex signal
transduction pathway exists, the initial stimulus being
a grad~al change in the calcium levels, this results in
the activation of various enzymes by
dephosphorylation by the kinases
respectively, which respond to a

phosphorylation and
and phosphatases

stimulus. Ia the
experiments referred tOI the rise in fr.ee calcium ion
level can spread like a wave across the ~all raising the
point that spatial effects, even at the intra-cellular
level can be important at least in some instanc~s
(Gilbe:rt,1985).

INSULIN ACTION

Insulin is a hormone of general ir.terest but despite
much study its mode of action at the cellular level is
still inadequately understood, particularly as it can
exhibit specific and non-specific effects (GL.bert and
Visser, 1993).

other studies from these laboratories have confirmed
that it stimulates morphological dynamlcs (Visser et aI,
1992) and, in particular, it 8nhances fluctuations of
the plasma membrane in a frequency dependent manner. The
more dynamic surface is believed to stir the
microenvironment more effectively thereby decreasing the
effective thickness of the surrounding diffusion layer.
This in turn would increase the rates of uptake of
nutrients and excretion products and so produce a
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non-specific stimulation
(Gilbert a:ndVisser,1993).

of metabolic processes

The hormone has been shown to act as a mitogen in
many studies (King and Kahn, 1985) although Gilbert
(1978b) suggested a mechanf sm for the action and
interaction of regulators which shows that such effects
can depend on the cell species concerned and the
presence of other regulators, as se~ms to be the case.

A number of other studies have shown that insulin
enhances phosphorylaticm processes through its action on
the membrane receptor which activates its kinase
propert.ies. Its mitogEmic action is tl10ught to operate
through ...~dsreaction which then triggers a series of
ot:her phosphorylations and dephosphorylations. While
insulin, stimulates cell replication in general, the
agent HMBA reduces the proliferative ability of MEL
cells (see later). One reason for studying the action
of insulin in tihe present work WaS to see if its action
was opposite to that of HMBA on MEL cells.

One might note that a daily rhythmic nuclear protein
ltinase activity has been reported for rat liver (Langner
and Rensing, 1979).

CELL REPLICATION

with regard to their proliferative ability, cells
can be c:lassifiea as being:

1) in th~ active state of growing and dividing,
2) in a quiescent state but from which they can be
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stimulat.ed
stimuli,

to undergo division by certain

or,

3) apparently unable to replicate any more.

Most cells are capable of proliferating under the
right condit.ions (which differ for different cells) and
thus fall into either of the first two cata'g'ories, At
this point it should be stressed that replication (which
implies the true duplication of all components) mayor
may not be the same as proliferation (which involves the
formation of daughter cells whether or not they have the
same characteristics as the parent). Thus
differentiation involves the latter as the population of
cells are becoming "different". Here the liJ'Ordswill be
used interchangably without making a distinction between
the two, although it is obviously important whether or
not the dau9hter cells a:teidentical to each other and
to the original cell. While Gilbert (1988) has
considered this aspect from the theoretical point of
view, most;otiher concepts of replication processes seem
to ignore it.

The actual process of divis:.on (cytokinesis) is of
short duration and can he used as a reference point in
time. The overall set of reactions taking place between
one division and the next is termed the cell cycle an
aspect that 'V1i11be considered in the next section. At
the moment discussion will focus on the regulation of
proliferation.

As Lnd.i.catied, quiescent cells can be stimulated to
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replica'teby the addition of agents which, because they
normally also induce mitosis, are termed mitogens. In
some cases, the same effect can be achieved by removing
inhibitors of the process. Gilbert (1978b), MacKinnon
and Gilbert (1993) have pointed out that agents can
exhibit: both kinds of action depending on the
cdrcumsbancee and the former has proposed a mechanism
.accounting for such properties in terms of the
initia1::.ionor suppression of dynamic behaviour in an
intrac~ellular control system (see later) 0 Such a view is
now 1a1l:"gelysubstantiated by observations on periodic
mitosis in cell free systems (e.g. Kirschner 1992,
Norbur:y and Nurse 1992). Like other rhythmic processes,
the r,stes and kinetics of the system determining
replication (see later) must fall within certain
boundary conditions thereby requiring threstlold levels
for any r,egulators. This results in switch,"like
characteristics thus giving reason to discuss the
initiation of replication in terms of triggering effects
(Gilbert, 1978b). The latter has shown how the magnitUde
of the threshold is related to the maximum density to
which cells grow in culture and he has also explained
the effects of the malignant transformation in such
terms (Gilbert, 1977, 1978a).

HI'roGERS AND THE REGULATION OF PROLIFERATION

Although an enormous amount of work has been done on
the action of mitogens relatively little is known about
how they actually achieve their effects. MacKinnon and
Gilbert (1993) have suggested that this is because of a.
lack of a clear concept of the processes underlying
proliferation, namely what results are important with
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regard to determining the change from quiescence to
active replication. However, a number of important
factors have been discovered. Thus Stoker (1973) showed
that thel diffusion layer thickness is a factor which
limits thl:!replication of quf.escerrccells in a confluent
monolayer of 3T3 cells, while Koren 1976 has correlated
proliferation with the rate of upcake of nutrients.
Folkman and Moscona (1978) have thought about the
possibility that replication can be 1nduced by an
increase in the rate of uptake of nutrients when the
shape of a cell changes. Tltles.eCl~pects are important
from the present point of v~ew because insulin is
mitogenic for many ce.l.Ls, Gilbert and Visser (1992)
have shown that the hormo:ne stimulates the dynamic
behaviour of the eur+ace membrane which 'Il1ayresult in a
decrease Ln the thickness of the surrounding diffusion
layer. They also point out that var'Lat.Lons in surface
area might accompany increased membrane dynamics.

Cells sometimes have to react quickly to certain
si<;rnals, if the response (eg. proliferation) needs a
generalised activation of metabolism, it could be
advantageous to have a non-specific mechanism by which
this\may be achieved rapidly (Gilbert and Visser, 1993).
The latter point out that if the process involved also
activates locomotion, then several distinct actions
could be initiated sImu.ltaneously by a change in the
dyna-.Lcs. The signal can be a chemotatic one (as with
insulin) thereby causing th~ cell to move towards the
origin of
beneficial
:r>latsumoto,

a signal in an atternpt
conditions (Durham and

Ueda and Kobatake 1988).

to reach
Ridgway

more
1916,
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h number of mitogens appear to stimulate the uptake
of metal ions (Glaser, Whitely and Rothenberg 1980).
Epidermal growth factor rapidly produces morphological
changes (Chinkers, Mckanna and Cohen 1979; Brunk,

agents
et al
damped

Schellens and westmark 1986), whereas chemotatic
are associated with oscillatory behaviour (Wyman
1987) and have been reported to induce
oscillations in the intensity of light scattered by
cells (Matthias, Wyman and Deranleau 1987), which occur
at a frequency comparable with those observed by Visser
et al (1993) as discussed later.

The actions of mitogens can thus be very complex and
involve processes which are not obviously connected with
proliferation. It seems reasonable to expect insulin to
have complex effects on cellular dynamics.

THE CELL CYCLE

Considering cells in the process of replication, it may
be noted that the c~ll cycle is generally divided into
severtil stages:

1) the G1 (first "gap") phase in which general protein
and RNA synthesis are stimulated,

2) S phase, defined by the actual onset of DNA and
chromosomal protein synthesis,

3) G2 (or second "gap") phase wherein the RNA'S and
proteins required for mitosis and division are
formed,

4) M and D phases when mitosis and cell division take
place.
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In the above, G2 is followed by mitosis, (M)
(heralded by the disappearance of the nuclear membrane)
which can be further sUbdivided. The cytoskeletal
microtubules are arranged;; .,:.a spindle formation on
which the condensed chromatids are arranged, thereby
forming the metaphase plate. The anaphase stage is seen
by the separation of the daughter chromosomes in
response to a chemical signal, the Maturation Promoting
"Factor U~PF), which is responsible for the dissolution
of the nuclear membrane prior to mitosis and also
meiosis in Xenopus oocytes. upon the separation, two
membranes form around the daughter nuclei (telophase).
This is then followed by the division of the cytoplasm
to create two new daughter cells. Each of the reactions
mentioned can influence others not actually involved in
replication processes (see later comments).

The last two of these are the shortest. in duration
while the G1 phase is the most variable and appears to
include a quiescent state from which the cells are
spontaneously triggered into active replication by
random processes (Gilbert, 1978b, 1978c, 1982a, 1982b,
for example).

In the classical view, moot quiescent cells are
arrested in the G1 or G2 (but not S) phases (as
determined by the DNA content). These have been
reclassified as Go and R2 phases because many quiescent
cells undergo chemical and morphological changes not
normally found in cycling cells during G1 or G2 stages.
ca2+ levels playa major role in th€ decision to leave
Go or R2 and enter the cell division cycle.
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Quiescent cells can also be stimulated to
proliferate by viruses, certain chemicals and some other
hormone and thus IIrejoin"the cell cycle.

At this time one is reminded that cells do not
always replicate continuously but appear to wa~t between
cycles for random lengths of time. It is not evident how
the cyclin concept accounts for such behaviour but a
detailed explan~tion has been presented in terms of
another concept to be discussed shortly.

IdeallYr the cell division cycle should be studied
by observing all those processes which occur when a
single cell grows and eventually divides (Edwards 1981)
but it is generally necessary to use populations. The
cell cycle is characterized by a recurrent sequence of
discrete events (Edwards 1981). DNA replicates and
growth leads to an overall approximate doubling in the
amount of each cellular constituent prior to segregation
at cell division, one can therefore say that the time
domain of the cell cycle is thus a higher order of the
temporal hierarchy and nesting within it are the ultra
fast, the metabolic and the epigenetic domains (Lloyd,
Edwards and Poole 1982). The time taken for completion
of the cell cycle varies for both prokaryotes and
eukaryotes and is not fixed for either group, ego Bekena
Natriegens, 10 minutes (Eayon 1962); water :nouldAchlYti
bisexualis, 57 minutes (Griffin et al 1974) i amphd.bd.an
embryos (eg. Xenopus)i 15 minutes (Graham and Morgan
1966); mammalian embryos, 10-20 hours in mice (Graham
1961). In embryos the initial division times are
generally short and they become progrfE~ssively longer. One
has to keep in mind that cell, cycle times rel.k on
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nutritional status and on temperature and can therefore
be controlled by the external environment. IUevecz
(1976) has suggested that cells in culture exhibit cell
cycle times which are multiples of some base period.

It is also necessary to note that although cell
grotvth and division are normally coupled they can be
dissociated, as with division and mitosis (Gilbert,
1961) •

PHOSPHORYLATION AND REPLICATION

With many of the earlier results, the evidence for
involvement of phosphorylation in cell replication was
indirect and by association simply because little was
known about cell cycle processes. As the malignant
transformation results in abnormal proliferation
characteristics, any correlation with cancer has been
taken to mean that the phosphorylation reactions under
study must be related to replication. More recent
results have been more direct.

We have mentioned that viral transformation often
stimulates both phosphorylation and cell replication.
The gene products of many oncogenes have been shown ,to
be associated with protein kinase activities. A
remarkable feature of the majority of these activities
is that tyrosine is phoephor'yLatied, Phosphotyrosine is a
rare amino acid derivative in contrast to phosphoserine
and phosphothreonine (Sefton, Hunter, Beemon, Eckhart,
1980). Studies with Rous sarcoma virus transformed cells
have indicated that transfor]J.lationmay be mediated by a
phosphoprotein which displays the activity of a protein
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kinase and specifically phosphorylates tyrosine in
protein s'l:Z>strates.It has also been shown that isozymes
of enolase, phosphoglycerate mutase and LDH are
phosphorylated at tyrosine in cells transformee iY those
viruses whose transforming proteins are,
tyrosine protein kinase [Pincus, Beckman
(1984)]• However I the significance of
effects is unclear.

0:" include,
and George

the8e latter

One
coupling
of DNA
appears

vierll1of cell proliferation relies on the
of primary mitogenic signals to the initiation
and general protein synthesis,
to play a crucial role in

phosphorylation
this signal

transduction pathway. Many proteins, including histones,
lamins and cytoskeletal components, undergo marked
changes in phosphorylation state during the M phase.
These phosphorylation events are now believed to mediate
mitotic processes such as chromosome condensation,
nuclear envelope breakdown and spindle assembly and
elongation (Cyert and Thorner, 1989). Several gene
products centrally involved in the regulation of mitosis
have been identified by genetic analysis of the cell
cycle mutants in a number of species, many have been
identified ~as protein kinases or related structures. In
Aspergillus, a positive regulator of mitosis (the nimA
product) is a protein kinase. In the binGll temperature
sensitive cell cycle mutant of this organism, the
mutation in the gene sequence coding for the bimGll
product blocks the cells from exiting mitosis. The
bimG11 product shows an extraordinary sequence homology
with the mammalian type-1 phosphoprotein phosphatase. In
the fission yeast, three mitotic regulators (CdC2+,
weel+ and nim+) , have homology to protein kinases. The
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cdc2+ product is required for the transition from G2 to
the M phase and its counterpart in bakers yeast has also
been found to have kinase activity. The cdc2+ product
has a homologue in higher eukaryotes which has proved to
be an integral part of the maturation promoting factor,
(MPF). MPF as also been found to induce the transit,-I,on
from G2 to the M phase. Another mutation found in the
fission yeast, dis, which results in the loss of
chromosomes and impaired entry into the ne"t<lcell cycle
also occurs in the gene sequence coding for a product
with protein phosphatase activity. In work done on mouse
FM3A cells, it was found that DNA synthesis could be
controlled by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of
histone H1 (Takada et al 1989). It was found that
histone Hl stops the activity of the enzyme
while phosphorylation of the histone reduces this
inhibitory effect. pephosphorvj.at.Lon of the
phosphorylated histone reinitiated inhibition of tb~ J1NA
primase. Further, the chanq'9from interphase to mitosis
is associated with the hyper-phosphorylation of
histones (Doonan and Morris, 1989). Therefore the
domfnant; feature of the cell cycle is that of
interconversion of components between phosphorylated
and dephosphorylated forms, in which the distinct forms
themselves can also have protein kinase activity.

It has been proven that protein phosphorylation at
the tyrosine residue is associated with the products of
several retroviral transforming genes, and epidermal
growth factor, ~latelet-derived growth factor, insulin,
polypeptide mitogens and tumour promoters were also
found to increase phosphorylation at the tyrosine
residue: it is also known that the tyrosine
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phosphorylation is associated with stages of B-cell
differentiation in human lymphoid leukaemias [Kuratsune
et al (1985)]. The biological significance of protein
phosphorylation is discussed by 1985
[Karlund, 1985] with regard to a number of systems, one
of which is the system in which ca2+ ions and
diacylglycerol serve as a second messengers of hormonal
action; these hormonal signals generate cellular
responses as a result of changes in the phosphorylation
state of the key proteins and second messengers are
involved which are formed as a result of stimulation of
the phosphatidylinositol cycle.

PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASES AND REPLICATION

As indicated earlier, phosphorylation processes
could not be involved in any kind of control reactions
if dephosphorylation did not also occur. The first
report on the existence of P-T-Pase came in 1980 when
studies were being carried out on tyrosine kinase
activity in A431 hUman epidermoid carcinoma cells (Lau
et al 1989). It was observed that cell membrane proteins
labelled with 32p at tyrosine residues, slowly released
32p. This tells us that enzymic dephosphorylation may
have been occuring. This possibility was confirmed
during work on cells infected with Rous or Fujinami
sarcoma viruses which can undergo a temperature
sensitive 'transformation. At allowed temperatures a
quick accumulation of phosphorylated tyrosine residu~s
was seen in the transformed cells, while at non-
permissive temperatures the levels of tyrosine (P)
declined to basal, untransformed levels. Since protein
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denaturation was not present, this shows that a protein
dephosphorylation activity was indeed present and
involved in cell replication. Phospho-
tyrosyl protein phosphatase (P-T-Pase) activities have
been found in eukaryotic cell lines and are wideljy
distributed in various tissues, in as~ociation with cell
membranes and with cytosol, supporting the theory that
they may play an important role in cellular regulation
processes, Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of
proteins, mediated by kinases and phosphatases,
respectively,
mechanism by
physiological
Corbin 1982,
tyrosine in

has
which

been recog~:ised as a widespread

protein

essential metabolic pathways and
regulated (Flo6hart and

'1
K~eDs 1985). Phosphorylation at

seerus to be important in that

areprocesses
Li 1982,

specific tyrosine kinases have been found to reside in
membrane receptors for various growth factor5 and in
oncogene products, it has been suggested that the
reaction may correlate with cell proliferation (Sefton
et al 198t. Kolata 1983, Ramachandra and Ullrich 1987).

As mentioned before dephosphorylation may be
important with respect to the reversal of the malignant
transfomation (and consequential inhibition of
replication) a study was made of certain
dephosphorylation enzymes in relation to the induction
of differentiation (Wolbrandt, Hammond and Gilbert,
1985). These aspects of cells are intimately related to
replication as discussed later.

OSCILLATORY NATURE OF THE CELL CYCLE

The classical views in the cell cycle given above
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are no
driving

more
forCf~

than desc~iptive and do not
which initiate5 and then

explain the
suppreases the

reaction3 outlined. Recent experimental studies have
supported the earlier ~,uggestions by Gilbert (1968 I

1974a), Sel'kov (1970: and later by others (see the
review by Edmunds, 19S8j that an oscillatory process is
involved. However, the recent studies implicate a cyclic
series of reactions in which the compound(s) called
cyc:"'in is phosphorylated and dephosphorylated. It may be
noted, however, that thiols and disulphides can regulate
phosphofructose kinase (PFK).

Relatively recently it has been shown that mitosis
can occur repeatedly in cell free extract:; (Kirschner
1992, Norbury and Nurse 1992). On the basis of studies
in such systems several theoretical models of the
processes have been proposed in order to account for the
oscillatory variations in the levels of, in
particular, the cyclins and which involve
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation reactions.

Gilbert has
J.978d, 1982a,

shown (1974a,
1982b) that

1977, 1978a, 1978b,
all major facets of

proliferation can be eXplained, even in detail, in terms
of limit cycle oscillatory behaviour. Developed before
the existence of cyclins was kno\V;n,this concept depends
on the inter--<:::onversionof coenzyme (like) components,
the thiol-disUlphidL system (Sel'kov, 1970) was used to
illustrate t Ie arguments but Gilbert (1974a, see also
MacKinnon and Gilbert, 1593) pointed out that the
phosphorylation-dephosphorylation system could behave
similarly. Inter alia, the cone. ~"'t provides explanations
as to why cells attain a maxim,.. density in cutture
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without exhausting the nutrients, how this limit is
influenced by transformation and hence how cells become
malignant (Gilbert, 1977, MacKinnon and Gilbert, 1993).
J"1 explaining the random variations in the cell
generation time mentioned above, Gilbert
(1978a,1978b,1980) and MaCKinnon and Gilbert (1993) have
also provided a mechanism whereby replication can be
regulated in continuous fashion, hence accounting for
the variability in the growth rates of tumours. Gilbert
and MacKinnon (1993) feel that such an oscillation
drives the eyclin systeme a point which will be ~::d!""cd
again in the discussion.

HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS AND CELL REPLICATION

converrcdonat ideas on the regulation of replication
rely on simple discrete changes in the levels of
constituents (although it is unclear how replication is
thereby regulated).

On this basis that the cell cycle is a rhythmic
process, Gilbert (1980) and Gilbert and MacKinnon (1992)
have shown how metabolic oscillaticns with periods much
shorter than the cell cycle, can alter the replication
frequency. All that j s required is t:t.·atthe components
involved can modify {:.ne reaction rates of the cell cycle
control system. As Gilbert implicates a coenzyme control
process for the latter, there seems no reason why this
shOUld not be so, a wide range of intracellular
constituents will influence a coenzyme system and vice
versa, which may be neceasazy if duplication of a~.l
components is to occur (Gilbert, 1980, 1988, MacKinnon
and Gilbert 1993). IH support of such a view, a number
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of periodicities have been detected in cells (see later)
and it has been shown that the complex mitogen actually
alters the pattern of temporal organisation of cells
(Gilbert, 1984a, Gilbert and MacKinnon, 1992). It seems
impossible for them to exist and to be modified without
replication being affected, irrespective of the nature
of the latter (Gilbert, 1984a). Similar considerations
could apply in respect of the cyclin system but the ways
in which the control system (Tyson, 1991) can be
modulated by other rhythms may be more limited if the.
cyclins do not have coenzyme like actions.

DIFFERENTIATION

Multicellular
multiple kinds of

organisms, such as man,
cell having dis';:inc't

consist of
properties,

characteristics and functions, yet they all arise from a
single cell, the fertilised ovum or zygote.
whereby these various cells are formed

The process
is termed

differentiation, it is poorly understood other than that
it is due to changes in cellular composition. Presumably
a number of factors contribute to the forces causing
earlier cells to alter their properties through changes
in the levels and activities of constituents and numbers
of organelles (e.g.,mitochondria). It is widely believed
that differentiation involves gene switching but Gilbert
(1973b) has suggested that it also depends on metabolic
switching. In the associated phenomenon of development,
spatial organisation of the cells takes place and
depends on the migration of groups of cells from one
site in the embryo to another, the overall pr.ocesses
are organi.sed a.n time and take place despite th,e
apparent existence in individual cells of control
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processes consi~~red to be responsible for maintaining
e.consist;ncy of their properties. Gilbert (1968, 1973a,

1974b, 1984a) has also suggested that the phenomenon of
differentiation not only involves changes in the
organisation of cellular processes in time but actually
depends on them in 'thatparticular disturbances of the
dynamic state are responsible for differentiation along
different paths. It is argued that to maintain a
particular composition all the reactions must be co-
ordinated in tints, if such co-ordination is altered then
the compositions will change and th(~process can be
irreversible if those changes further modify the dynamic
state. Among other features, such a view solves the
apparent conflict about cellular regulatory systems by

incorporati.ng their ability to behave in an autodynamic
manner. These aspects will be considered again when
discussing the nature of the autodynamic state.

Differentiation is a prolonged process (according to
the complexity of the organism) and may take years to
complete, Gilbert (1968,1984a) suggests that ageing is
merely the final stages of the approach to a new steady
state. The phenomenon is essenti.ally a continuing
process but in some instances it appears to take
place in distinct stages, cells waiting in an
Lrrcermed i.aeep partially differentiated state until
receiving a signal to proceed to the next,
often terminal form. However,
population of cells is concerned,
an incorrect view (Gilbert, personal
for a small percentage of the
differentiating at all times.
that this is because of a random triggering reaction.

and
in so far as the

this is probably
communication)

cells will be
There is evidence
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The process is thus a matter of the relative "rates"
at which cells are formed and pass on to tre f~lly
differentiated state, with the signals influencing the
proportion of cells affected, as and when the
organism requires it to be so. The phenomena seems to be
similar to replication in culture where individual cells
are not cycling non-stop but are also randomly triggered
into the proliferative state, as described earlier, the
mechanism may be similar.
essentially continuous

The phenomenon is thus always
but can be conceptually

considered to be discontinuous.

Some ur,differentiated stem cells are pluripotent,
that is, they are capable of differentiating along
distinct lines (thereby producing different cells)
according to the nature or relative magnitudes of
differeut signals. These signals are generally produced
by the more or terminaly differentiuted cells, in that
way the organisms can maintain an effectively constaTI.t
level of the latter cells. In particular, these
considerations apply to the formation of various blood
cellst such as erythrocytes.

In aJ.lcases, differentiation also depends markedly
on changes in the numbers of particular cells, in most
circumstances mmy :more differentiated cells are needed
than there are stem cells and some of the latter must
always::remain fa.,,:" future requirements. Cell r,eplication
is thus an essential part of the phenomenon. With the
blood tissue, an increase in the rate of terminalo/
differentiation is therefore preceded or accompanied
by an increased proliferation of the stem cells
although, in the case of the erythrocyte system
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especially, the induction of further differenti.ation
then leads to a loss of the proliferative ability.

CANCER

Although cancer is frequently discussed as if it is
one disease, it is more correctly considered as a
multitude of diseases with certain common properties.
one major reason for this view is that it can be ca.used
by diverse agents, while another is that there is almost
inevitably a high deJree of heterogeneity among the
cells within any tumour while distinct tumours can be
produced by certain reagents according to the dosage and
temporal pattern of treatment with those agents
(Gilbert, personal communication). Moreover, no common
universal lesion has been observed despite much
research. Although many agents have long .been
identifi~d as being carcinogenic, their modes of action
remain obscure, one needs to know how the effects they
produce are expressed as cancer (Gilbert, 1978a,
1981)•

The dominant view in the study of carcinogenesis has
always been, and still is, genetic. This is presumably
because the malignant characteristics can be passed from
each cancer cell to its progeny and many researchers can
only view hl?:reditjliyin genetic terms. Uutation is the
main example whereby a defect can be inherited but there
is no one site of action of all mutagenic agents and no
single mutation responsible for malignant properties,
the process is all-or-none in character and cannot in
itself account for heterogeneity in a cancer cell
population (Gilbert, 1984b).
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Sil.'l.ilararguments hold with respect to other genetic
defects such as gene swit:.ching, that is unless the
process is switched on and off repeatedly. In whi.ch case
the characteristics can depend on the freque:ncy and
phasings of the switching process (Gilbert, 1966, 1968,
1973b, 1984a). But switching can also occur at the
metabolic level (Gilbert 1973b, 1984a) and different
cellular characteristics can be obtained according to
which switches have been affected. If switching (genetic
or metabolic) is a repet.itive precess then one can
expect cellular characteristics to depend on the
frequencies and co-ordination of all such processes,
i.e. by the patterns of temporal organisation (Gilbert,
1968, 1984a). At the metabolic level, the magnitude of
any switching prQc~':'scan also be affected by changing
the kinetics involvad thereby giving a greater range of
properties for a given set of active genes (Gilbert,
1968, 1984a). In these latter situations heterogeneity
can arise through the switching of different sets of
processes, changes in the frequency, amplitude of
timings of switch actions and through the influence of
~andom fluctuations (Gilbert, 1966, 1968, 1973b, 1985).
It may also be noted that random metabolic fluctuations
can also account for the continuous
differentiation.

nature of

Cancer is characterised by two particular aspect~s
of cell behaviour, neither of which is, in itself,
abnormal, these are the abilities of the cells concerned
to proliferate, and, in many cases, to infiltrate
tissues as well. Obviously, many normal cells are able
to replicate and embryonic cells, in particular,
are capable of doing so faster than most, if not all,
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cancer cells (Gilbert, 1984b)" Then again, white
blood cells must invade tiss "~~ in order to combat
infections. The first facto." ~.sthe most important as
infiltrating cell~ are unlikely to be a problem if
they cannot also proliferate. Gilbert (Gilbert, 1984)
has stressed that the defect is more correctly stated
by s,'.'jing that cancer cells replicate when they
should not do

than
so and has proposed

qualitative abnormality.
a quantitative

He suggssted
(Gi).bert,
Gilbert,

1974, 1977, 1978a, 197ab~ MacKinnon and
1993) that cell replication has an

oscillatory basis (now confirmed, see later) and that
cell cycle heterogeneity is due to random
fluctuations of metabolic rates. On that basis he showed
thH'" cells need not replicate continuously but may
d0 ,~ just once at random intervals. He also
pru~vsed (Gilbert, 1977, 1978a1 1980; MacKinnon and
Gilbert J.993) that cancer involves any
metabolism which alters the rates of the

cha.nge in
cell cycle

control reactions so as to shift the state nearer to, or
within, the boundary supporting rhythmic behaviour, will
alter the frequency at which the cell divides under a
particula.r set of
cell will either

conditions. The corresponding normal
not divide or will do so less

frequently whereas,
culture, or,
continuously
According to
property or

under other conditions (as when in
injury), both can replicatein response to

at about the
this concept,

the whole

same frequency or
cell replication
and not merely

rate.

cell
is

of
a
a

particular set of reactions.

To some extent at least, metabolic changes
';:,ffect.ingthe replicative state must also alter cellular
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function and behaviour (Gilbert, 1984a, 1988i MacKinnon
and Gilbert 1993) although some people seem to consider
cell prolifera'tion reactions as being completely
independent of all else. In some cases, among the other
characteristics which could be modified cell motility
and hence the metastasising ability. Under some
conditions normal cells could thus be &timulated to
replicate even more frequently than the malignant
cells without influencing their normal behaviour.
Yet, after the stimulus is removed, the normal
cells would become totally quiescent whereas the
cancer cell could continue to proliferate .

.MEL CELLS

As indicated
differentiation can be

sometimes the process of
blocked effectively thereby

above,

producing cells with characteristics intermediate
between those of the stem cells and the fully
differentiated progeny. This is the case with the murine
erythroleukaemic (MEL) and the human HL60 cells studied
here. The former are produced by the action of the
Friend vi~~s. Both retain the ability to proliferate,
both in vivo and in culture. They spontaneously
differentiate further only at a very low rate (frequency
- see above comments). In vivo the result is that they
are leukaemic cells, the ste~ cells are being continually
stimulated to divide and differentiate but are
successful only in the first of these. The failure to
form the normal fully differentiated cell increases the
stimulus to form more and more cells, the host dies
through, inter alia, a lack of the erythrocytes (in the
case of MEL cells) and a surfeit of the partially
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differentiated
replicate).

(leukaemic) cells (which continues to

Having a bleod cell origin these cells grow easily
as stationary suspension cultures and can be adapted to
stirred suspension conditions although thi.swas not done
in the present studies. Of great impor~ance is the fact
that MEL cells can be induced to undergo further
differentiation by a wide variety of agents. This system
thus serves as a model for the reversal of the malignant
transformation. Further differentiation is not
completely normal and can take somewhat different paths
with different agents but the induction process usually
results in (a) the formation of haemoglobin (which has
been inhibited by the Friend virus), and (b) loss of
proliferative ability.

Both these process could be due to changes in
the phosphorylation status of cells hence the reason
for some of the studies r.eported here. In view of
the theoretical concepts of differentiation and
cancer discussed in this sectionF and the fact that
previous studies had revealed oscLLatxrry changes in
P-T-Pase activity in MEL cells, attention has been
focused on the fluctuations in the activity of P-T-Pase
and on protein phosphoryl.ation pcltterns and their
r$sponse to insulin an inducer
was thought that these two

of differentiation. It
aqenns might

to
other

to a

act in
stimulate
produces

depressive
of the

opposition since one is known
phosphorylation processes while the
effects which can be attributed
action 011 phosphorylation.
complexities of tne response to 'the individual agents
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alone attention was eventually limited to the separate
actions.

MEL CELL DIFFERENTIATION

The regulation of differentiation remains one of the
central unresolved issues in modern biology. In vit.ro
inducers of MEL cell differentiation are chemicals of
widely different structures and properties (in that way
they compare with mitogenic and oncogenic agents} and
they include planar-polar compounds of which HMBA is the
prime example. These compounds are particularly active
inducers, I{MBA has low molecular weight.
whereby cells enter the terminal
differentiation is known as commitment.

The process
stage of

Cell division
occurs in the absence of inducer but after a period of
exposure to an inducer (the lag period) the cells become
irreversibly c~mmitted. The time of onset and the ~ate
of commitment vary both with the type and concentration
of Lnducer , There is evidence that the inducer mediated
commitment of MEL cells is a mUltistep process.
Differentiation in the MEL cell line is characterized by
a change in mozpho Loqy which is accompanied by an
increase in iron uptake and t\el'Il¢ synthesis I accumulation
of haemoglobin! appearance of erythrocyte-specific
membrane antigens, a decrease in size and a limitation
in proliferative ability (Reaben, Rifkind and Marks
1980). Induced differentiation has many similarities
to erythropoeitin-regulated differentiation, including
chromatin condEmsation and other morphological changes,
terminal cell division and accumulation of globin mRNA.
Induced MEL cell differentiation is similar in many ways
to normal erythropoeisis but MEL cells are transformed
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MEL cells

number of aspects of MEL cell
prolife.cation that are not normal.

the capacity to proliferate with

and there are a
differentiation and

have
arythropoeitin. They rarely proceed in vitro to the non-
nucleated stage of differentiation characteristics of
normal erythropoeisis and they may exhibit patterns ot
erythrocyte expression that are different from those in
normal erythropoeisis [Marks, and Rifkind, 1976]~
One of the most 3ignificant alterations in induced MEL
cell is a decrease in oncogenicity of the leukaemic
cells [Friend, Scher, Holland aridSato (1971»).

m.-60 CELLS

There is thus a belief that some malignancies a:r:a
due to a block in differentiation which if set free
would result in a more differentiated and therefore
benign or nearly normal condition. HL-60 has been a
useful model human system in the search for substances
that are active as inducers of differentiation.

The human HL-60 cell line derived from a patient
with acute promyelocytic leukaemia serves as a useful
model of differentiation of human leukaemia cells
(Collins, Gallo, and Gallagher 1977). Continuous grc.~th
and differentiation of human myeloid leukaemic cells in
suspension culture (Collins, Gallo, Gallagher 1977). The
majority of HL-60 cells are promyelocytic, but 5-10% of
them show morphological characteristics of more mature
myeloid cells (Collins, Ting and Gallo 1980). Induction
of morphological ana functional differentiation of
.human promyelocytic leUkaemia cells (HL-60)
compounds which induce differentiation of MEL

by
cells
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(Gallager 1979)$ Characterization of the continuous,
differentiating myeloid cell line CHL-60) from a
patient with acute promyelocytic leukaemia

However, in the present experiments HL-60 cells
were used because they are similar to MEL cells and
because it was believed they contained more than one
isozyme of LDR. The aim was to oompare the isozymes in
the HL-60 cells in order to find out

(a) if the pattern of behaviour was like that in MEL
cells,

and if so,
(b) whether the variations for the individual isozyme

are identical.

INDUCED DIFFERENTIATION

There are a number of examples of tumour cells which
appear to arise through a blockage in the expression of
their differE~ntiation "program" but which can be induced
to differentiate fUrther in response to a variety of
agents [Marks, Sheffery, Rifkind (1987); Friend, Scher,
Holland, and Sato, (1971); Tanaka, Levy, Terada,
Breslow, Rife tnd and Marks (1975): R€.llben, Wife,
Breslow I RifkL·~I. and l-iarks(1976); Lotem and Sachs
(1975) Sach (1978); Metcalf (1985); Hubermann and
Callaham (1979); Lotem and Sachs (1979) Reuben, Wife,
Breslow, Rifkind and Ma.rks (1976)].
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HHBA

The initiation of MEL cells to undergo. erythroid
differentiation (with suppression of 0: "en~city) by
the use of polar/apolar compounds has proved a useful
model for the study inducer-mediated differentiation of
transformed cells [Marks, Sheffery, Rifkind (1987);
Friend, Scher, Holland and Sato, (1971)i Tanaka, Levy,
Terada, Breslow, Rifkind and Marks (1975); Reuben,
Wife, Breslow, Rifkind ~nd Marks (1976)]. Of
these agents HMBA is the most frequently used, and
until recently, was the most potent known inducer of
MEL cell differentiation and was thus selected for the
present experiments (particulGrly as it had been used
for other studies in these laboratories (Hammond et
al 1989). Despite much research its mechanism of action
is still not known but it seems that HMBA-induced
MEL cell terminal
mUltistep process
required.

erythroid differentiat;ion is
even though only one stimulus

a
is

As indicated, the action of HMB,A on MEL cells
reduces their proliferative abilit~.:r, an in vit;t:oeffects
whi.ch .mimics terminal differentiation in vivo
erythrocytes do not replicate. Insulin on the other hand
is mitogenic and might thus antagonise the action of
HMBA on metabolism and replication~ The affects on the
phosphorylation potential of these two agents,
individually, and in combination, was initially
undertaken :Dut,as the p1:odSentresults show, each agent
alone produces ccmprex effects on cellular dynamics.
Interpretation of 't.hecombined action thus proved even
more c1ifficult. Therefore, this latter line of study was
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not pursued after the initial experiments though, as
some resultl. consistent with this view were obtained I it
might prove 'worthwhile examining the biological effects
of the combination.

THE DYNAMIC CELL

A characteristic of all living entities is that
they are autodynamic. As is evident from any time la.pse
observations,
fluctuations

living cells are no exceptoLon,
The surfaceoccur in various features.

moves rapidly and there are variations in
shape particularly when cells are dividing.
organelles, such as mitochondria move and
rotate (Paddock and A,lbrecht-BuehlerI 1988).

the gross
Internal

nuclei can
Many cells

can 1rtigrateI a dynamic process in its 0~1n right but one
which aLso involves more clearly def.ined changes in
shape (this aspect is of great il'l1portanceto the
metastatic features of cancer -see later). All the major
outstanding biological phenomena are dynamic processes.
These observations imply that 'the underlying metabolic
:t:eactions are also highly dynamic. But sLnce a dynamic
state is required for entities to he alive, it seems
hig;(lly likely that there are less obvious featUres of
cell behavi.oue which are also dynamic (GilbertI 1968,
1984a)~ It is clearly necessary to understand how the
dynamic states arise, how they are regulated and how the
cellular pr;::>pertiesand characteristics depend on the
dynamics.

DY1'lalldcbehaviour can best be explained by the
existence of oscillatory variations in the levels of
cellular constituents (Gilbert, 1968, 1974b, 1980), as
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they represent the only kind of characteristics which
can be self generated and can persist indefinitely under
suitable conditions. Such behaviour is also a reflection
of the fact that living cells are far from equilibrium
(and must be so) as there is a constant flux of
components into and out of each one.
equilibium must ba unchanging.

A system in

It is known that a number, possibly many, metabolic
and genetic control systems exist in cells, negative
feedback regulatory reactions were initially considered
necessary for the maintenance of cell properties through
their potential ability to maintain a constant level of
constituents. Such a view seems paradoxical in view of
the highly dynamic nature of living cells, but Gilbert
(1968) pointed out that they can also give rise to
rhythmic behaviour and suggested that under most
circumstances they can operate in their oscillatory
mode. In that way they can keep cell characteristics not
absolutely ccnstant but yet keep them within certain
limits. He therefore also suggested that permanent
changes (as occur during differentiation and cancer, for
example) involve changes in the dynami. state, that iSI
in the pattern of oscillatory behaviour. Temporary
alterations in cell properties, behaviour and function
can be perceived as being dependent on similar affects
on control system dynamics but without moving outside
the stability boundaries so that the original dynamic
state is regained (Gilbert, 1968, 1974b, 1984a). If more
than one control system oscillates then the overall
pat.tern of bemporal organisation must play a part in
determining cellular function and behaviour as well as
differentiation and cancer (Gilbert, 1968, 1984a,
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Gilbert and MacKinnon 1993).

As indicated (Edmunds 1988), oscillatory variations
occur in the activity and apparent isozyme patterns of a
number of glycolytic enzymes and distinct phasing
relationships have been repori.:ed in untransformed and
polyoma transformed BH~ cells (Gilbert 1968, 1974b,
1984a; Gilbert
MacKinnon 1992)~
and MacKinnon 1981

and TII1.ilimigras1981, Gilbert and
Tsilimigras and Gilbert 1977, Gilbert

have shown that the extractable
protein oscillation cannot entirely account fer enzyme
periodicities though it probably contributes toward them
(see later). The present experiments were carried out
with these various aspects in mind and the results add
further credit to the concepts. The means whereby
oscillations can arise is discussed shortly.

BEHAVIOUR OF BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

Biochemical sys·tems have properties not exhibited by
isolated enzymes in the test tube and not covered by
most biochemical text books or in !L~iversity lectures.
The different characteristics arise because of the
interdependence and interaction with other reactions. In
the cell, one of the most importan·t aspects is that the
reactions are an open system, at least~ under normal
conditions. This means that there is a flux of material
through the cell it takes up nutrients from its
environment and excretes products into the surroundings.
This flux ensures that the cell remains far from
equilibrium, when it stops the cell dies. This state
permits somewhat distinct thermodynamjc properties.
Whereas non-living systems tend to disorder, living
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entities are associated with the creation of order in
space and in time. However, this can only be achieved at
the expense of energy and for that reason they are often
referred to as dissipative systems as energy is
dissipated as the cell creates organelles, other cells
etc. Another aspect is that living systems also exhibit
structure in time, for example, the levels of
consituents are not constant but vary with time and not
in a random manner, as will be discussed later.

other aspects of biochemical systems relate to
response of the reactions to a signal, where the latte'r
may mean any change in the level of some other cellular
constituents, to variations in the concentration of an
external agents, such as a hormone, or to an alteration
in the conditions, f " example the temperature, thus the
terms signal, disturbance and perturbation can be
used interchangably although the first will generally
refer to a specifc disturbanc0.. These aspects are not
generally described and are those which Gilbert (1973a,
1973b) has termed the amplitude, frequency and phase
discriminatory properties. Most people understand some
features of the first of these which relates to the
dependencies of the response on the magnitude of a
signal. Thus it is understood that the response of a
cell can be different if the amount of agent is increaed
but it is not necessarily understood in what way the
response may be disti~ct. One characteristic of
importance is that different systems will generally
exhibit different response times, some can react quickly
to, say a change in the environment while others will do
so very slowly (due to the distinct kinetics of the
reactions concerned). This could mean that a metabolic
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change could be produced without, for example, the
geneti,o systems being affected. However I such "time-
separation" as it has been termed, is not absolute. If
the disturbance is larg'e enough in magnitude significant
effects can also occur in the slr91y responding system.
But, among other things, the response also depends on
the duration of the disturbance (if it persists long
enl')'lghthen eventually both systems will be affected) I

if the perturhation is repeated and if so at what
frequency.
environment,
timings of

If several changes occur,
the overall can depend on

the changes. If biochemical

say in the
the relative
syst.ems can

exhibit such characteristics then it seems certain that
these various factors will be important in one set of
circl.liilstancesor another. Attention is usually focussed
only on the nature of reactions produced not the
kinetics involved although the latter can determine if
those reactions occur and when.

HYSTERESIS

Although much attention has been paid to signloid
co-operative kinetics with regard to enzyme kineticsG it
is not widely recognised that multienzyme systems, in
particular,
Fig. 1-

they permit
steaiiy states
history of the

can exhibit S-shape rate curves as shown in
Such dependencies are important in that
the relevant system to exhibit multiple

and which state exists depends on the
system. Suitable transient disturbances

can cause switching between ~~e states. These
effects are explained in the caption to Fig.1 (Gilbert
1974b, Katchalsky and Spangler 1968, Sel'kov 1966a).
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Fig.1 HYSTERESIS IN BIOCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

It is well known that regulation of enzymes can
give rise to sigmoid kinetics rather then those
obtained by simple Michaelis-Mintell equations. It is
less well known that more complex rate equations can
give rise to even more highly non-linear rate
relationships, even S-shape shown here. In this diagram
we illustrate the existence of hysteresic behaviour and
indicate how such a systenl can generate oscillations.
For substrate (5) concentrations with values between
those corresponding to points Sd and 5b, three rate
values are possible, i.e. three alternate steady states
exist and the system exhibits switch characteristics.
Thus if 5 increases from very low values, the rate
increases according to section d-a on the curve~ As S
increases further the rate will jump from "a" to lib".A
reduction in the level of 5 thereafter, back to
original values will cause the rate to vary according
to the path b-c-d. The system thus exhibits hysteresiS.
In fact that the foward path is different from the back
path. If the rate of the previous reaction is V as
shown I the steady state will be given by the point 0 I

but this is unstable. Thus a random disturbance
increases S, so that it approaches Sb' the ra·te J

becomes greater then V therefore 5 increases further
still and will continue to do so until point "a" is
reached I \<lhenthe state switches to point "b" I now J. is
greater than V therefore 5 will increase again up to
the point given by 5b when the switch a-b will take
place again and the process carries on repeating
itself. The systems thus undergoes automatic repetitive
switching i.e. it oscillates in the level ot 5 and in
the rate J as shown on the right.
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In general, switch systems can be tripped in more
than one way (e.g. by a change in the level of a
substrate, or, in the kinetics of the relevant
reactions) • Multiple signals l!ictingat different points
can be synergi.stic or antagonistic with regard to
triggering depending on their nature; sense, amplitude,
frequency and duration. In additi.on; their relative
timing(s} can alsc govern if a change in state occurs.
Gilbert (1973b) has considered these aspects and the
possible Lnvo.I,vement of hysteretic metabolic switching
(in a system exhibiting substrate inhibition kinetics)
in relation to certain aspects of differentiation and
cancer.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

In the past there was much discussion on the role of
negative feedback control systems to maintain constancy;
superficially this is inconsistent wit,hthe view that
life reflects dynamic behaviour. Moreover, ;;uchcontrols
would have to be over-ruled during differentiation and
cell replication. Alternatively they could playa more
intimate part in determining the existence of life and
all of its face-ts. The latter is a more appealing idea
and is possible if the pertinent control systems act in
the periodic rather than static mode of operation
(Gilbert; 1968, 1984a; compare Savageau 1976;
Tyson,1991). Control is then still maintained but more
relaxed so that there is more scope for changes to take
place. In fact they would probably contribute toward
them, especially if the oscillating components have
widespread action throughout the cell (e.g. coenzymes),
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such agents can thus start, terminate and co-ordinate
various metabolic processes {the rhythm can acting as a
timing clue}. On "'::heother hand, theoretical studies
(Gilbert, 1973b) indicate that metabolic and genetic
biochemical switch processes (which exhibit thresholds)
can be triggered by simple super-critical changes in the
level of some component although there is also an
inverse dependency on the duration of the change.
Normally it is assumed that this is the only factor
concerned but as switch systems also exhibit amplitude,
frequency and phase discriminatory properties (Gilbert,
1973b) more subtle characteristics may De even mo~e
important.

Wnen discussing the subject of switching it is
necessary to consider how such systems can achieve
immunity from noise while maintaining adequate
sensitivity • If the amplitude threshold is high and thE~
response times are long then noise is far less likely to
cause random triggering but a large signal will be
required. On the other hand, the system could be far
more sensitive to deliberate triggering by a change in
frequency of a signal or in the timing between two
signals. Bearing in mind the fact that disturbances
rarely if ever affect only one system in the cell, these
other dynamic aspects could be most important with
regard to tripping a switch. specifidty of action of a

1'\
perturbation (signal) can thus depend on the relative
response times of systems even though they are each
capable of reacting to a signal, only a system with a
fast response time can react to a rapid change of short
duration. It seems more realistic that multiple signals
exist, particularly in vivo.
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Bearing these various aspects in mind, Gilbert (1968,
1984a) suggested that:

(a) fertilisation is a process initiating rhythmic
behaviour,

(b) that, under defined conditions, each cell
species exhibits a characteristic patteI.n of
per~odocities, reflecting its unique pattern
of metabolism,

(c) that changes in the pattern of temporal
organisation underlie both differentiation and
cancer,

(d) ~hat ageing (at both cellular and
physiological levels) is the result of
parametric dampening of rhythmic behaviour
(as a result of changes in the rates of
relevant reacr:ions)

and
(e) that some hormones act by altering the dynaruic

state of the cell.

That oscillations exist in cells is not now in doubt
and it has been shown (i) that various agents, including
viruses, can produce rapid changes in the pattern of
temporal organisation, (ii) that different patterns
'~:>ristin distinct cells t ( iii) the patterns can be
produced by changes in conditions or the action of
agents, and (iv) that the phasing between two effective
isozyme pa·ttern rhythms in virally transformed cells
differs from that seen in untransformed cells. The
results presented here add further support for these
concepts.
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For protein phosphorylation (or, for that matter,
any similar process) to be of importance as a regulatory
mechanism, the reverse step must take place;

----~---->phosphorylated
component

dephosr. 'o.orylated
component<---------

In such a simple system no control exists, and the
behaviour will be determined solely by the rates of the
two reactions irrespective of whether one considers
specific reactions or the overall phosphorylation status
of the cell. Unless some time delays exist there will be
a simple equilibrium will be set up between the two.

In general, true control can only occur where a
cyclic system exists so that the regulatory process can
sense the magnitude of the effect it produces. In
biochemical terms this implies that an enzyme reaction
governing the formation of a component is regulated by
that component (see Fig. 2). Such reactions Gomprise a
feedback loop exists, if the effect is one of inhibition
then it is termed negative feedback whereas if the
action is stimulatory it is called a positive feedback
loop component. Negative feedback processes thus tend tCl'
maintain constancy in the amount of the compound
concerned and were invoked as a means whereby the
stability of a differentiated state might be maintained.
However, as Gilbert (1968) pointed out, such behaviour
would inhibit any change in cell p?~perties or function
and tht::!reforedifferentiation. Moreover, cells would
have difficulty in being dynamic. The paradox can be
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Fig.2 A FEEDBACK CONTROL LOOP

This is a diagrammatic representation of a
feedback loop showing how a component can control its
own level by regulating an enzyme involved in its
synthesis. various processes, such as Thembrane
transport, can cause time delays as can a large number
of intermediatereactions. These can destabilize the
control reactions and cause oscillatory behaviour
especiallY if the controlled enzyme is very sensitive
to the level of the component as when cooperative
kinetics are involved~ The enzyme may be activated or
inhibited by the component, these are respectively
known as positive and negative feedback.
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re.solved if the control systems operate in their
autodyn~mic, i.e., oscillatory modo (Gilbert, 1968).

The simple negative feedback. control given earlier
can generate oscillatory variations in the levels of
related constituents if there is a time delay in the
response of the controlled enzyme to the signal (as may
occur if the number of intermediate reactions is
relatively large),and/or if the enzyme is very sensitive
to the regulato:r. Ultimately the behaviour is dependent
on the overall rates and kinetics of the set of
reactions and the rate at which the initial Rubstrate is
supplied by previous reactions. If the enzyme (or set of
enzymes) being controlled exhibits highly non-linear, S-
shaped kinetics the system can exhibit hysteresis, with
alterna·te states being possible for certain sets of
conditions. switching thus occurs in metabolic
processes.

AUTODYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

When considering the generation or existence of any
cellular rhythms I several factors ahouLd be taken into
account and these include:

(a) the existence of co-operative kinetics leading to
amplification, that is, proportionally greelter
changes in rate with a given change in regulator
concentration;;

(b) time delays due to the involvement of a number of
sequential reactions or diffusion processes;

(c) the existence of hysteretic kinetics (see earlier
section) which, for suitable rates of the pL~vious
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enzyme, can undergo automatic repeated switching
between such states, the system oscillates.

(d) the coupling of metabolic processes through
common substrates, coenzymes and even temperature
effects (Gilbert, personal communication);

(e) resonance, the ability of systems to amplify minor
fluctuations and even select a rhythm of particlllar
~:E."equencyout of a mixture;

and, where several distinct periodicities exist,
(f) interaction between different rhythms in a given

cell [see (d)], between the same and different
oscillations in adjoining cells;
entrainment, t.he ability of one
the frequency of another until the

(g) rhythm to change
two become the

same,
(h) frequency and phase locking wherein part.icular

relationships between oscillations are enforced by
the Lrrcerac+Lons [ see (g) ]

(i) the existence of frequency
periodicities,
alternate stable

whe:rein a
doubling and double

given system exhibits
periods and complex

totally
waveforms
irregular(this may lead to chaos, i.e,

oscillations);
(j) frequency demultiplication, the ability of a system

to generate an oscillation with a period which is a
multiple of its natural period.

The above have all been used either to explain the
origin of particular oscillations, some facet of their
behaviour, or some significant aspect of cell biolo~ty.
Automo. LC repetitive switching between alternative
steady states (resulting from hysteresis in the kinetic
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characteristics) is one f'u.ndamental generating
mechanism, it is described in Fig. 1 and mentioned latar
in relation to glycolytic oscillations.

Time delays (as a re:::;ult of the involvement of
several intermediate reaction steps or diffusion)
and high amplification in a negative feedback control
system can make the syat.emunstable so that it too
oscillates. This is true of mechanical, electronic and
other systems not .merely biochemical processes. This
raises an important aspect of the subject. It is not
generally appreciated that oscillations in totally
different systems and processes, biological and non-
biological, can exibit similar characteristics, such
as those outlined above, this is becausa they can all
be described by similar sets of differential
equations (Gilbert, personal commun i,cat it: r) •

Hysteretic characteristics can exist for other types
of regulatory systems, for example, reactions i.lvolved
in the interconversion of two forms of a cofactor, sucn
as thiols-disulphid';')s,(Sel'kov 1970; Gilbert, 1974a) or
NAD and NADH, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
(Gilbert, 1974a). Such kinetics can be attributed to the
interdependence of the rates of conversion on the levels
of the components themselves, that is, the existence of
more complex control loops. This la·ttertype of control
reaction have been invoked by Sel'kov (1970) and by
Gilbert (1974a, 1977, 1978a, 1978bq 1978d, 1980, 1982a,
1982b) to account for the cell cycle anc'various aspects
of cell replication. The system (see Fig. 1) gives rise
to a particular kind of oscillations termed a limit
c~'~le,t.hecharacteristics of which are stable providing
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the rates of the reactions remain fixed.
HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS

Rapp (1979) and Berridge and Rapp (1979) have given
a comprehens+ve list of high frequency (periods from
about 1 min upward) cellular oscillations (including
calcium ion rhythms) and discussed some of theme A more
recent review is that by Edmunds (1988) and Berridge and
Irvine (1984) has considered the phosphoinositol.

The oscillations concerned here have apparent
periods
point
the

of the order of minutes but it is important to
out thE;'~recent fast reaction studies have shown

existence of sub-second oscillations in the levels
dOOc_ .......

phosphorylated inositols period (Raha et al 1993)of
It does not seem impossible for other rhythms to have
similar high frequencies.

DIsrUilliANCE OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

The regulation of metabolism in response to an
external stimuli is usually considered to occur through
simple changes in the levels of constituents. Living
cells are not static; function and behaviour of cells
are determined by the levels and activit.Les of
constituents, cellular behaviour must show the way these
factors actually vary with 'time, the metabolic s'cat.eis
expected to be affected by agents, this i.ncludes
initiation/ suppression of particular rhythms or changes
in mean levels; frequencies, amplitudes and phasings.
These can occur thro'ughpermanent or temporary changes
i.n the rates of the control reactions or transient
changes in the levels of the components involved, either
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through the direct addition of the components formjng
the oscillating components of the control processr or,
through oth~r reactions which can achieve that effect.

The latter type of action is especially important in
that it can cause rephasing of an oscillation. This
rases another important issue, namely that the effect
produced by an agent on a dynamic system depends
crItica1ly on the state of the system at the tit.le it
acts (Winfree 1980, This kind of response can lead to
the synchronisation of a population of oscillatorf> or
their antrainment (see below). The effect is illustrated
in Fig.3 - taken from Gilbert (1980).

In several cell species, oscillations occur in the
activities and effective isozyme patterns of a nmmer of
enzymes associated with glycolysis (Gilbert,1968, 1974b,
Tsilimigras and Gilbert 1971, Gilbert and Tsilimigras
1981, Gilbert and Mackinnon 1992); in the protein
content of cells (Brodsky 1992, Brods]cy et al 1992) and
in the amount of protein extractable from them
(Tsilimigras and Gilbert 1977, Gilbert and TSilimigras
1981). Enzyme rhythms were found to be influenced by the
addition of serum and other agents. The pattern of
temporal organisation can differ in different cells,
int that the phasing between isozyme rhythms in
untransformed BHK fibroblasts was distinct from that in
polyoma virus transformed cells [Gilbert 1968, 1973,

,.t,,~y
1984a, Gilbert and MacKinnon 1992J. ~ also found
rhythmic variations in (a) the activities of
phosphoamino acid phosphatase [Hammond et al 1989], and
(b) in cell morphology and redox state [Vissar et al
1990]. Insulin enhanced the morphological periodicities
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Fig. 3 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TIMING OF ACTION OF A
DISTURBANCE ON AN OSCILLATING SYSTEM

A particular disturbance can produce a different
response according to the time of its action in
relation to the synchronised population of oscillators
which are initially not synchronised and that effect is
illustrated here. Shown are a number of identical
oscillations which are out of phase with one another

can be seen that

particular disturbance at time T.
'\fn the peak times of 40 such
and after the disturbance and it
they are highly synchronised

and the effect of a
At the top is
oscillations before

afterwards (Gilbert 1980).
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and it was speculated that the effect may explain the
non-specific action of the hormnne on metabolism
(Gilbert and Visser 1993].

SYNCHRONISATION AND ENTRAINMENT

the
Cellular
existence

processes are highly integrated thxvugh
of common metabolites and co-enzymes
1984a). It is such interactions which(Gilbert,

allow the
1968
various reactions to become co-ordinated

thereby permitting
efficiently • Without

the
them

cell to function more
cells may not be able to

survivef some processes could proceed faster than others
and thereby deprive others of the components they
require in order to preserve the viability of the cell.
For example, if cellular membrane components were not
produced at a rate similar in that of other constituents
the cell might burst.

The interaction between reactions thus forms
control reactions which continually adjust in order to
maintain the co-ordination, and it is clear that the co-
ordination m~st exist on a time basis. The regulatory
reactions cannot impose rigid control (total
homeostasis) otherwise nothing could change with time
(Gilbert, 1968) and these points &lone suggest that
the different control systems act in their oscillatory
mode (Gilbert, 1968). It seems reasonable therefore,
to expect the dynamics to be affected not only by
agents of external origin but also through the
action of the common constituents thereby bringing
about the co-ordination in time.
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It is a well known fact (pavlidis 1967) that
interacting oscillators can synchronise with each other
and this can occur whether they are both (all) internal
or note Rhythms of differe~t periods can assume the same
frequency, although whether or not this occurs depends
on their initial periods and the number, nature and
magnitudes of their interactions. Normally their
frequencies need to be similar but cellular systems have
the ability to adapt which mechanical systems (for
example) normally can not. In principle at least,
this means that even though two rhythms may initially
have distinct frequencies, the various interactions can
lead to one or both changing their kinetics so that
they become similar enough for them to eventually take
up the same time course. Where this adaption is not
possible, two interacting periodicities can still
synchronise, particularly if the signals are repeated
periodicallYl as they can generally, do if they both
exist within the same cell. The oscillations can "lock"
into particular phase relationships.

An external signal may be one imposed by the
observer in which case all cells in the population will
no~mally be similarly (but not necessarily absolutely
simultaneously or identically) affected. on the other
hand each cell may be sig'nalling to each and every other
cell in a continuos manner as occurs in aggregating
amoeba of Dictyostelium). The process whereby one
rhythmic process becomes synchronised by another is
termed entrainment. In this case the driving oscillation
(zeitgeber) is unaffected by the other.

The time taken for intracellular synchronisation to
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occur depends on a number of fal::.torsI as indicated above
but clearly it may take some considerable time. And,
presumably the time taken will be far longer if more
than two rhythms are trying -to come into a similar
state. Gilbert (1974b, 1984a) has pointed out that when
this steady state has not been ach~ :lved the temporal
variations in the levels and activities of components
will be changing with time in a non-periodic manner and
that therefore the biological characteristics of the
cell concerned will also change with time. This aspect
will be considered further when the topics of
differentiation and cancer are discussed but it may be
noted that if such a common state cannot be achieved
then it is unlikely that the cellular processes will
become co-ordinated to the extent required for survival
and the cells can be ~xpected to die (Gilbert 1984a).

~o{ith regard to the last aspect, it nay be noted that
Astumian et al (1987) and Chen (1987) have provided
theoretical evidence that control systems may be more
efficient when operating in their oscillatory mode. One
can speculate that the cell as a whole is most eff~cient
when it is in a steady state and one set of pha.se
relationships may be! more efficient than
(Gilbert I personal comnumf.catd.on ) ,

another

HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS ~,d CELL REPLICATION

On this basis that the cell cycle is a rhythmic
process, Gilbert (1980, 1982a) has also shown that
higher frequency metabolic oscillations can alter the
replication frequency providing that the components
involved can modulate the rates of the cell cycle system
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reactions. As he implicat£s a coenzyme control process
for the latter, th~re seems no reason why this should
not be so as a wide range of intracellular consituents
will influence such a system and a number of
periodicities have been detected in cells (see
later). Similar considerations apply in respect of the
cyclin system but the ways in which the control system
can be modulated by other rhythms may be more
limited. In agreement with his theoretical studies,
Gilbert (1984a), Gilbert and MacKinnon (1992) have
presented evidence that the comple~ mitogen, foetal calf
serum, can alter a number of higher frequency enzyme
rhythms.

CHAOS

Brodsky (1975) and Brodsky et al (1992) have
commented on the irregulari'ties in the protein rhythms
and they suggest that the systems are behaving
chaotically (see for example, Olsen and Degn 1985).
However, we have found no evidence for continuous chaos
in the case of any of the rhytb:ls studied here (Ferreira
et aI, 1994 a,b) but we have obtained results which may
indl.catethat it does occur for short periodS of time.

The binding of insulin to its receptor elicits a
diverse array of effects on cell metabolism and growth.
At present four major hypotheses are being considered
for its mode of action, individually or in combination,
these may carry signals from the insulin receptor to a
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variety of final targets. The hypotheses examined are:

1) that insulin acts through stimulation of the tyrn~ine
protein kinase activity of the insulin receptor

2) that it activates serine kinase(s)
3) that it produces a second messenger derived

from a glycolipid, and
4) it modulates the activities of G- proteins

(Graham 1988).

GLYCOLYSIS

Glycolysis is the nearly universal metabolic system
which utilizes glucose in order to provide various
metabolites
particular,
glycolysis

required for other processes and, in
energy in the form of ATP, partly

itself and through the oxidation
through
of the

product, pyruvate via mitochondrial reactions. Under
aerobic conditions the latter pathway is dominant and
under partial anaerobic conditions much of the pyruvate
is converted to lactate. The reactiuns involve
phosphorylation of different substrates and oxidation of
NADH and in certain reactions carbon-carbon bond
cleavage.

Many glycolytic enzymes (if not all) eXistp in
isozymic forms which exhibit different kinetics and/or
different substrate ~pecificities. These allow one to
estimate very quickly the apparent isozyme pattern in
cell extracts by expressing these in terms of rate
ratios wherein the activities of the enzyme are measured
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using different subst-...-ate concentrations or different
substrates (see the section on LDH).

GLYCOLYSIS AND CANCER

There is still poor understanding of the molecular
mechanisms underlying carcinogenesis~ that process by
which normal tissue gives rise to cancer cells either
spontaneously or by experimental induction. One of the
original theories nn the nature of the processes
responsible was that of otto Warburg, who proposed

rate ofthat cells became malignant because of a high
anaerobic glycolysis. Despite much experimental support
the idea was abandoned largely because o.~exceptions and
because the mechanism could not be uncovered (see Greg,
1972. Moreover, it has never been shown how the high
rate of anaerobic glycolysis could account for the
malignant characteristic~ of cancer cells, although this
was and is a failure of 1 other conceptsD Thus, many
genetic mutat:tons have been associated with cancer but
exactly how they alter the replication characteristics
is not evident. In proposing a general mechanism for the
nature of cell replicat~cn and the effect thereon of
transformation, MacKinnon and Gilbert (1992) suggested
that earlier failures were mainly due to the lack of an
adequat.eunderstanding of the nature of the cell cycle.
Gilbert's concept of replication and that of Sel'Kov
(1972) involves redox reactionsl and his experimental
support comes from studies on glycolytic enzymes and
thus a link between anaerQbic glycolysis and
proliferation can be distin~!Uished, the suggested
mechanism provides detailed expl~nations for a nUmber of
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facets of replication and the effect thereon of
transformation. Some other relevant comments are made in
the following sections.

L.ACTATE DEHYDROGENASE

Its metabolic role

This enzyme is generally considered to be the last
in the glycolytic pathway in eu.karyotic cells, its
nominal role being that of converting pyruvate to
lactate although this view does not explain why the cell
should make use of this step when many intermediates and
much energy could still be obtained from the these
components. For this reason its primary role is
considered to be that of re-oxidation of the coenzyme
(NADH) under, in particular, anaerobic conditions,
thereby enabling glycolysis to continue to supply at
least a limited amount;of the A,TPneeded for viability
and for functioning.

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) is found in both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes (although they are not
caml-arable) and it catalyses the interconversion of
l?~'ruvat:eand lactate. It is a tetrameric enzyme and
th(·re are two kinds of sub-unit, the so-called M type
(occnrring predominantly in muscle) and H type (found
predominantly in heart). These subuni,ts give rise to a
family of five isozymes, LDH- H4 (or LDHl), H3M
(LDH2), H2M2 (LDH3), HM3 (LDH4) and M4 (LDH5) forms.
Studies on the enzyme in most mammalian tissues have
revealed five active forms [Yasin and Bergel (1965);
Rider and Taylor (1980). The isozymes can be separated
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by chromatography and electrophoresis and have been
shown to possess distinct physical, chemical
and immunological properties (Nisselbaum and
Bodansky 1963; Rider and Taylor, 1980). Most
tissues contain unequal quantities of the different,
inactive subunits which appear to combine randomly to
form a binomial distribution of the 5 possible
enzymatically active tet~amers of MW 140 000 (Eventoff
and Rossman 1976). There is a
specificity in the LOH isozyme pattern,

strong species
in mouse, the

most abundant embryonic isozyme is LOH 5, whereas in
other species (eg. chicken and man ) the embryonic
isozyme is LDH 1.

The M and H subunits are the products of different
genes (Shaw and Barto 1963) and there is a distinct
change in the relative distribution of the enzyme during
foetal and postnatal maturation (Singh and Kanungo
1968). Changes in the activity of LOH and in the isozyme
patterns were observed in rat mammary tissues during
pregnancy and lactation (Lee, Oliver, Coe and Oyasu
1979). rn malignant tissues isozyme patterns are changed
(Goldman, Kaplan and Hall 1964), generally being re=
orientation in the direction of the M-form, with the M4
or M3H isozymes becoming predominant. Thus Yasin and
Bergel (1965) and Leese (1965) showed such abnormalaties
in human stomach carcinoma and Rosado, Morris and
Weinhouse (1969) noted similar changes in a number of rat
tumours.

At the normal assay tiempez-at.uz-es(30°C) the H4
enzyme exhibits substrate (pyruvate) inhibition, whiCh
is associated with the H chain such that the extent of
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inhibition is directly proportional to the percentage of
H subunit in the enzyme (Dawson, Goodfriend, Kaplan
1964). It was thought that this inhibition may favour a
constant flow of pyruvate into the pathways of oxidative
phosphorylation, the LDB pattern of tissues having high
aerobic metabolism shows a
subunit than tissues where

hi.gherpropoz-cLon of the H

the metabolism may be
anaerobic (Villar-Palasi and Larner 1970). However, it
has been reported that the substrate inhibition
characteristics exhibited by the H4 LOH is absent if the
assay is carried out at 37°C as opposed to the 300 C
usually used for assays. This suggests that there ie.
little difference between the extreme isozymic forms of
the enzyme in vivo. In addition, Gilbert (1974) has
pointed out that substrate inhibition characteristics
can give rise to unstable steady states which can
result in total and possibly irreversible inhibition of
the enzyme.

In some cells (at least) LDH is distributed between
particulate-bound and free forms, with the kinetic
properties of the enzyme being altered by binding
(Nitis~wajo and Hultin 1976; Clarke and Masters 1976 and
Berlet and Lehnert 1978). Ross and Hultin 1980
(unpublished data) noted that H4 isozyme does not bind
to the particular fraction. Ehman and Hultin 1973,
reported that chicken breast LDH (M4) is not inhibited
by nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) whe~ it is
bound to particulate structures and suggested that this
binding may prevent the dissociation of the enzyme into
monomeric forms.

Isozymes are generally considered to be good
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markers of cell type. They are of developmental interest
not only because their final tissue patterns may give
clues regarding metabolic regulation but also because
the transient
discernable at

isozyme pattern changes, which
particular times in neonatal

are
and

embryonic life, may be essential for our understanding
of the dependence of development on metabolism. The
isozyme patterns of several enzymes have been studied in
plants as well as invertebrates. In the former
observations have been made on enolase,
pyruvate kinase as well as LDH.

aldolase,

The LDR subunits found in yeast differ from those
found in vertebrates. The muscle type (M-LDH) is found
in enzyme
and the
inhibited

that is active at high pyruvate concentrations
heart type (H-LDH) is the enzyme that is
by high pyruvate concentrratii.on~

One of the more promising areas of research has
been to look at enzymes present in normal and cancerous
cells in order to find differences between the two. An
enzyme which has been thought to occur in a single
form, may exist in two or even more isozymic forms.
Every cell type - including each kind of cancer cell,
appears to have its own pattern of isozymes, the
observed changes between isozymic forms of a given
enzyme being the result of structural variations in the
molecules. A specfic example of an enzyme is LDH.

As indicated above,
understanding of the molecular

there is still poor
mechanisms underlying

malignancy.
initially

A study of isozymes in relation to cancer
suggested that the patterns are more like
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that of the corresponding embryo~ Although this
appears to account (in some unclear way) for the
abnormal replicative characteristics of the cancer
cells, like the Warburg theory, exceptions also exist
for t~is idea and it does not take into account the
species differences in patterns for particular tissues.
Nevertheless, when compared with the tissue of
origin, tumours often exhibit different LDH isozyme
patterns (Yasin and Bergel, 1965; Leese, 1965),
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and alkaline
phosphatase (Rider and Taylor 1980).

Although it is known that changes in the LDH
isozyme pattern occur in relation to
and cancer (Rider and Taylor 1980),

differentiation
it is widely

believed that the pattern is constant in
differentiated cells and established cell lines, this
despite evidence suggesting the contrary (Gilbert, 1966,
1968). It is also believed that the pattern in such
cells ,j.s determined by the total proportions of the M
and H subunits This thesis throws doubt on that simple
view.

Changes in the concentration of oxygen cause rapid
changes in the metabolic patterns of most cells and it
could thus i.nfluencedifferentiationaccording to the
relative respiratory properties of cell~ in the embryo.
At low concentrations of oxygen, carbohydrate is
converted to lactate by the glycolytic enzymes present
in cells via LDH yet Gilbert (1974) observed a rapid
fall in tho LDH activity of HaK cells on exposure to
nitrogen. Low concentrationsof oxygen also cause a
slower response in the biosy~thesis of some glycolytic
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enzymes,
concentration

including LOH,
(Labeytir,

which are
Slonimski and

increased in
Naslin 1959,

Adebonojo, Bensch and King, 1961). However, the oxygen
tension is not the sole regulator of LDH synthesis;
chelating agents increase the rate of the enzyme
synthesis despite exposure to high concentration of
oxygen.

As mentioned earlier, like, for example, hexokinase,
the different isozymes of LDH exhibit different
substrate specificities. In particular, the H4 isozyme
will oxidise alpha-ketobutyrate at nearly the same rate
as pyruvate whereas the relative rates are about 0.2
for the M4 isozyme (human LDH ~ e.g., Lax, 1972). As
discussed later, this fact has been used to study
oscillations in the glycolyti~ apparent isozyme
patterns.

GLYCOLYTIC SUBSTRATE OSCILLATIONS

In intact organisms and in a variety of studies in
vitro, it has been repeatedly observed that glycolysis
is stimulated by an increase in pH. One of the
glycolytic enzymes likely to be responsible for this
effect is phosphofructokinase (PFK) as its activity is
very dependent on the pH and it is a major regulated
enzyme. PFK is affected by a number of other
metabolites, including citrate, crea'tine phosphate, ATP,
ADP and M~P. It is inhibited at low pH but activated by
phosphate and by ammoniuln and potassium ions (Abrahams
and Younathan 1971, Kemp 1971). In particular, PFK is
activated by its prcductf;, FDP, ADP and ~iP. As these
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are formed they stimulate the enzyme to produce more
with the result that sudden bursts of activity occur. If
the rates of the earlier reactions cannot produce the
substrate, FMP, fast enough, the FDP level will drop
because it is used by the subsequent reactions.
Therefore the activating effect of FDP on the PFK will

formation
original
itself;
of the

of FMP,
state

the PFK

So, as a result of the low rate of
the PFK activity decreases and the

is restored and the cycle repeats
activity becomes less than that
reactions, FMP and hence FDP

also decrease.

earlier
increase and the process re-occurs.

The feedback activation of PPK by its products thus
cause automatic and repetitive switching in the activity
of the enzyme between very low and very high values.
This takes place in a short space of time and occurs
because of the existence of hysteretic kine!tics. These
regulatory reactions thus cause oscillatory behaviour of
PFK and hence rhythmic variations in the concentrations
of all glycolytic inte~ediates and cofactors.
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PFK oscillations have been observed in both intact
cells and in cell extracts; yeast has been particularly
well studied. The first glycolytic oscillations were
obser.ved in yeast cells and extracts by Betz and Chance
(1965), by Schoener and Elsaesser (1965), and by Hess
and Boiteux (1971). The glycolytic oscillations have
also been observed in heart and other muscle extracts,
all being depender..t. I in particular, on adenine
nucLeotid.deregulation of PFK. In skeletal muscle
extracts the oscillatory behaviour produces similar
changes in purine nucleotide levels. Obviously, these
effects can only occur if the cells or extracts are
supplied with glucose or some other precursor of
fructose monophosphate, the substrate of PKF, and
phosphate in the form of ATP. Glucose is phosphorylated
by hexokinase utilising ATP. The level of the latter
therefore decreases while the concentration of FMP and
AMP increase. These changes activate
st'mulate the formation of its products
activate the enzyme. Oscillations in the

PFK and thus
which further
concentration

of total adenine nucleotide result from oscillatory
operation of
t:he changes

the purine nucleotide cycle in response to
in the ATP/ADP ratio associated with the

9lycolytic oscillations.

Although glycolytic oscillations occur in both the
skeletal muscle and yeast system and are generated by
transient bursts of PFK activity, there are some
differences between 'thetwo systems. In muscle, PFK is
activated by several factors due to autocatalytic
activation by FDP once it has reached a critical point
due to accumUlation of AMP and FMP and loss of ATP, the
concentration of FDP oscillates in muscle. In yeast
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cell extracts, however, the concentration of FOP
remains high throughout the oscillation period therefore
FDP can not be involved in the changes in PFK activity
in yeast cell extracts; the sudden burst of PFK
activity results from autocatalytic activation by AMP
rather than by FOP.

There are two important differences between the
muscle and yeast systems:

(i) in muscle~ the terminal step of glycolysis
(which reoxidizes NADH) is the lactate
dehydrogenase reaction, which is (apparently)
very active. In yeast, pyruvate must first be
decarboxylated to acetaldehyde (which is the
substrate for alcohol dehydrogenase) and the
decarboxylation is a relatively slow reaction
(Betz and Chance, 1965)

(ii) FOP activates yeast pyruvate kinase by
decreasing the Kapp for phosphoenolpyruvate
[Haeckel, Hess, Lauterborn and Wuster (1968).
Hunsley and SueIter (1969)].

The concentration of FOP in the oscillating yeast
system remains too high to affect the activity of PFK
but in whole cells, the changes in FDP could have a
strong affect on the activity of pyruvate kinase.

Glycolytic oscillations in heart extracts (Frenkel
1968a) have some similarities to yeast and skeletal
muscle systems. The behaviour of FDP in heart is
oscillating similarly to that of muscle.
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There are differences in the way of generating
oscillations in yeast and skeletal muscle systems.
Oscillations of glycolysis in yeast, cells as well as in
cell-free extracts of yeast, have been observed in a
number of laboratories (Hess and Boiteux,1971). They can
be induced over a large flux range, the oscillation is
not only of interest for its eventual physiological
significance and as a model of how nature produces
oscillatory states but also as a condition for the study
of glycolytic dynamics and control (Hess, 1971).

Despite
glycolytic
anaerobiosis

an apparently widespread belief that
oscillations are observed only under
(but see, the next section), glycolysis

is a dynamic process which is ruled by its intrinsic
control mechanisms mediated by metabolic
intermediates serving as c~ntrolling ligands. However,
it is important to remember that there are other
requlators like mono- and divalent ions, especially
potassium and magnesium ions. Moreover, the glycolytic
state of a cell is dependent on the substrates present
in the environment (eg. carbohydrates, phosphate,
ammonium ions), and furthermore, the enzyme pattern is
set by environmental conditions via induction and
repression mechanisms.

sun~arising the differences in the way oscillations
are generated in yeast and skeletal muscle:

(1) oscillatory behaviour of the glycolytic pathway and
the purine nucleotid~ cycle in skeletal muscle
e~tracts involves periodic bursts of PFK activity
which are caused by AMP dependent, autocatalytic
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activation of the enzyme by FDP; this is totally
different from what occurs in yeast cells and
extracts where glycolytic oscillations are
generated by autocatalytic activation of PFK by
AMP. Whether steady state or oscillatory behaviour
occurs depends on the PFK activitye

(2) The autocatalytic activation of PFK by FDP only
begins once a certain critical concentration of
that component accumulates~

(3) Glycolytic oscillations in yeast extracts and cell
suspensions involve control of PFK by AMP and FMP;
the concentration of FDP remains very high.

(4) Glycolytic oscillations in heart. extracts are
considered to be similar to those of the yeast
system.

One may comment that many people who are aware of
oscillations in glycolysis seem to believe that they
only exist under special laboratory conditions.
thesis again dispels such a view.

This

MEL CELL PHOSPHORYLATION I MORPHOI..(¥.;Ii~AL

AND REDOX DYNAMICS

Some related studies on MEL cells have been carried
out in these laboratories. They fall into two groups:
the first consisted of discontinuous, destructive
observations on the activities of the phosphoamino acid
phosphatases in extracts while the second involved
essentially continuous, non-destructive monitoring of
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MEL cells (and amoeba, Visser 1994 ) which yielded
information on changes in shape and redox state.

In the former it was found that oscillations occur
-±n- t...fie ~r it...was- :Eeti:fld i=hat eseH-1:aLions 6effiff

in the activities of phosphoserine, phosphothreonine and
P-T-'Pases, the apparent periods being essentially the
same and of the order of 60 minutes (Hammond,
et al 1989). The possibility that the frequencies may
be even higher was considered in view of the fact that
the sampling times used were long and comparable to
the apparent periods. From unpublished data (Janura
and Gilbert, personal communication)
that the phosphotyrosine phosphatase
inhibited at 4°C and affected by insulin.

it appeared
rhythm was

In the other studies (Visser et aI, 1992),
spectrophotometric and fluorometric methods were used to
follow periodic changes in shape and oxidative state of
MEL cells. The morphological variations were deduced
from variations in the intensity of scattered light
while the redox rhythms were detected through changes in
the absorption or fluorescence of NADH and FAD. By making
use of the Hewlett Packard diode array spectrophometer
and hence difference spectrophotometry, it was possible
to minimise effects due to fluctuations in the numbers
of cells in the light beam and to gain higher
specif.icity for the components of interest. It also made

eit possihle to determine three parampters
simultaneously~ In all cases, resort was made to
smoothing and time series analyses in order to confirm
the oscillatory nature of the variations observed.
Evidence was obtained that a range of oscillations
exists in the shape and in the redox state of the cells
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(the periods being of th~ order of 10 sec. to 30 mine),
and that they tend to be modulated in pseudo periodic
(i.e., pulBed) manner. (The latter findings have a
bearing on some of the results presented here.)
Moreover, the patterns of behaviour could be modified by

agentse

In the latter studies (Gilbert and Visser, 1993) it
was found that insulin (and some other chemotactic
agents -(Visser 1994) rapidly enhance (in particular)
the morphological oscillations in a frequency dependent
manner, some rhythms becoming lower in amplitude,
some being unaffected but the majority being
stimulated (see also visser et aI, 1993; Gilbert and
MacKinnon, 1993). Some of the effects could be
explained by the hormone changing the freq~encies of
part~cular oscillations. It was suggested (Gilbert and
Visss!': 1993) that the more marked changes in cell
surface movements and shape could decrease the net
thickness of the surrounding diffusion layer and thereby
cause a non-specific stimulation of metabolism.

GLYCOLYTIC ENZYME OSCILLATIONS

Activity oscillations

The PFK activity varIatucns mentioned above ha,;';;
been largely deduced from changes in the levels of its
substrate and product. In so far as we are aware there
have been no di.1tectmeasurements on the activities of
the glycolytic enzymes themselves other than for lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) (see next section) . Here we are
particularly concerned with LDH :ivity
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determinations where samples of the enz~ne in.
cell extracts are assayed by adding to bufferad
substrates and the activity deter.m~ned in some way,
for example, by following the rate of oxidation or
reduction of a coenzyme, NADH in the case of LDH. The
enzyme samples so used may contain substrates,
coenzymes, actiVa\b.orsand inhibitors of the enzyme
of interest in addition to other enzymes which could
it\odifythe enzyme in some ";"lay, for example, by

phosphorylation. These addit-ional components will
be dilut:.edwhen compared with the cellular levels
and hence , in general, any affects on titleenzyme
which are detected will probatbly be less thar~occurs in
the cell. This is th~~ situation in tihe present
st\.'~djas • For an adequatie assessment of the
overall effects on the enzyme, the rates of the re:action
need to be determined by, for example,
simultaneous studies on the levels of substrate and
products of the enzyme.

Edmunds (1988) has recently reviewed the subject of
cellular oscillations so her-ewe Tl'1illfocus on the
rhythms 01 direct interest. Gilbert, Tsilimigras and
Gilbert (1968, 1969, 1974b, 1984a) and Gilbert and
Tsilimigras 1981, and Tsilimigrras and Gilbelrt 1977) have
reported oscillatory variations illthe activities and
apparent isozyme patterns of a number of glycolytic
enzymes and the relatt::d glucos:e-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase. Kinetically dEltermined oscillations: in
the activity of lactate dehydrogenase in intact cells
have been observed in several o'chez studies: (e.g. , iLax,
1972; Duffy, 1971; Duffy and sand.erson, 1971; Klevecz,
1976). The pez Lods have been variously reported as being
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from around a minute to several hours~ this probably
being due to equally varied sampling interval and timing
of the sampling relative to the true oscillation (keep
in mind the subject of aliasing Gilbert 1974; see
Methods section). Kinetic determination on its own gives
no indication as to whether the amount of enzyme varies
or whether there is some other reason for the observed
fluctuation 0

Of particular interest were tIletiming relationships
found by Gilbert (1968; 1974b, 1984a; Gilbert and
Tsilimigras, 1981) between the oscillations for
different enzymes; these are discusised further in the
next section.

A factor affecting these processes could be rhythmic
polymerisation and depolymerisation of cytoskeleton
components (known to be oscillatory in some
circumstances and to have a period of several minutes in
vitro (Mandelkow et aI, 1988) with consequential release
of enzymes which bind to the polymers (see for example,
Clark and Masters, 1975 and compare Ross and Hultin,
1980 and comments on LDH above). The latter mechanism
does not seem sufficient to account for different
patterns of temporal organisation in cells, as mentioned
above, nor the apparent variations in composition of
proteins in the cell extracts as judged by the use of
different methods for estimating protein concentration
(Tsili:migrasand Gilbert, 1977; Gilbert and Tsilimigras,
1981). At least two independent processes would seem to
be necessary, a view ~;yhich is supported by some
per-Lodoqzam analyses (Gilbert and Tsilimigras, 1981 ;
Ferreira et aI, 1994a; see also Visser et aI, 1990 and
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Gilbert and Visser, 1993 for power spectrum analyses of
morphological and redox data).

Reports on the phosphorylation of LDH
(Williams et al 1985 and cattaneo et al 1985) and on the
DNA helix destabilisation action of M4 LDR (Termonia
et al 1982), coupled with our observations on
oscillations of the enzyme
potential (to say nothing

and in the phosphorylation
about the limited

information on mechanisms), led us consider the
possibility that covalent modification might at
least contribute toward the LDH oscillations.
Although tr~ results of the present experiments do
not supply evidence on this possibility, they do
provide additional reason why further studies should
be undertaken on the involvement of
phosphorylation in the LDH oscillations. As will be
seen, they also led to the observation on the cell free
systems.

Isozyme oscillations

Because of the simplicity of the kinetic netihcd for
es\timating
1974) used

isozyme
it to

patterns changes, Gilbert (1968,
study oscillations in the apparent

of LDH in mammalian cell extracts.
also extended for the study of the

iSClzyme patterns
This approach was
isozyme patterns of other glycolytic enzymes, see

electrophoresis and scanningabove. Adequate
equi~jllentwere not then available, but these have now
been used and comparison of the results of the two
methods reveals some interesting aspects of the
regulation of LDH activity, specificity, kinetics, real
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and effective isozyme patrcernsr in so far as we are
aware these have not been reported previously.

Most importantly, distinct timing relationships and
switching have been described for the glycolytic isozyme
oscillations (Gilbert, 1968, 1974, 1984)~ In particular,
the phase relationship between aldolase and LDR
"isozyme" periodicities were found to be different in
untransformed and polyoma transformed BHK cells (Gilbert
1968, 1971, 1974, 1984) supporting the views of the
latter that changes in the pattern of temporal
organisation can be involved in both differentiation and
oncogenesis (see earlier cownents). Moreover, various
agents and changes in conditions were found to affect
the patrt.ezns of behaviour. In the present stud~es I

carried out on LDR in MEL and HL-60 cells, several
distinct issues arise, all related, yet it is best to

•look at them separately in the different sections of the
thesis.

THE EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN OSCILLATION

When determining the amount of a cellular component
it is common practice to express the result relative to
the concentration of protein in the extract (as with
enzyme specific activities for example). This is done in
the belief that the procedure will correct for
variations resulting from minor differences in the
nun~er of cells from sample to sample or in the
extraction efficiency. Elsewhere (Tsilimigras and
Gilbert 1977, Gilbert and Tsilimigras 1982, 1982;
Ferreira, Hammond and Gilbert. 1994) it has been sho~m
that high amplitude, high frequency oscillations occur
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in the protein content of extracts of several cell
lines. As indicated in those articles, this throws grave
doubt on the validity of the use of such corrective
methods.

On the other hand? Brodsky (1975) and Brodsky et al
(1992) have studied ~thmic changes in the protein
content of intact mammalian cells while Edwards and
Lloyd (1980) have examined protein levels in amoeba. The
nat.ureof the processes involved are not understood but
metabolic oscillations may also contribute towards the
extractable protein rhythm by affecting the aggregation
of their relevant enzymes or their binding to pol~ners
(see earlier conooents). It is not clear if such
reactions can contribute towards the results of Brodsky
et al (1992) or those of Edwards and Lloyd (1980).

As the extractable protein oscillation has been well
studied, it was not intended to consider the phenomenon
further but determinations of the protein concentration
of extracts was carried out routinely as the rhythm
provided a an internal reference parameter for the other
studiesc
provided
included

However, examination of the information gained
interesting results, which are therefore
in the thesis. Here we present evidence that

the oscillation also occurs in extracts of Friend-virus
transformed murine erythroleukaemic cell line and show
that it has characteristics similar to the other
periodicities. An article on ·thesubject js in the press
at the time of w~iting (Ferreira, Hammond, Gilbert.
1994). It seems likely that variations in protein
content ~~\;,count for, or contribute toward, the
extractable protein oscillation. Brodsky (1975) and
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Tsilj.migras (1982) have reported oscillations in the
rate of incorporation of amino acids into protein in
intact cells and tissues and in cell extracts.

Elsewhere (Gilbert and Tsilimigras, 1981) it has
been shown that the extractable protein oscillation
cannot entirely account for enzyme periodicities though
it probably contributes toward them. The view is re-
examined in the present studies.



METHODS
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CHAPTER I I

METHODS

GENERAL COMMENTS

An overview of the experiments carried out is given
in Table II. It shows the main topics, the cells
concerned, the conditions used, the agents studied and
the techniques applied. The rest of the thesis will
roughly follow the arrangement given there. In this
section only an outline is given of the methods and
procedures, the full.experimental details can be found
in the appropriate appendix.

CELL CULTURE MAINTENANCE

MEL cells do not normally attach to surfaces but
exist as individual cells and they were therefore
maintained as stationary monolayer suspensions in 250 ml
or 50 ml plastic flasks according to requirements. They
were fed every 2-3 days by replacing one third of the
volume lrlithfresh medium. When more cells were needed,
the culture size was increased every two-three days by
adding 1/3 volume of fresh medium.
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TABLE II EXPERIMENTAL OVERVIEW

SUIDEC1' PHOSPHORYLATIOn EIlZYMEACTIVITY GEUERAL CELL FRE~;
POTEtiTI~.L -----~.~~----------------------------- SYSTEM -----

p-'l'YROSHIE LDB EXTRACTABLE
ASPECT PHOSPHATASE PROTEIN

Paralleter

Cell

Agent

Methods

Plots

Protein-x
Protein-Y
Chaos

Activity c.
Mtivit.y Total ant.
Ant Isos. Chaos
Reqn. isoz.
Independent
regno isoz.

Chaos

}'d:ivity
Ant. isoz.

MEL MEL MEL MEL MEL
HL-60 RL-60

stationary stationary stirred stationary
monolayer monolayer suspen. Ilonolayer

stjrred
suspen.

Insulin Insulin Insulin Insulin UP
HHBA HHBA HHBA llHBA

Autoradiog Quant. Kinnetic Quant. Kinetic
Electroph. Kinetic Electroph. Electroph. Electroph.

Electroph.
Tine Tine Title Tille Tille
Mean Mean Mean Mean Hean
Period Hean Period Period Period
Ariplitude AIIplitude Anplitude Anplitude Anplitude
Periodog. Ratio periodog. Periodoq. Periodog.
Phase Ratio Ratio Ratio
Ratio

___ ~ r~ ~ __ ~ " _

Abbreviations: p-TYROSHlE-- PHOSPHOTYROSHlE
Trans -- Transient
Regn. -- Regulation

Periodog. -~ Periodoqran
Autoradiog. -- Autoradiography

Quant. -- Quantitative
Alit. _0 amount

Isoz •. -- Isozyne
suspen. -- suspension

Electroph. -" Electrophoresis
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E~'(pERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

(i) Phosphorylation potential
s-lu&,ej>These t were carried out in MEL cells in stationary

monolayer. Aliquots of a freshly fed stirred suspension
were placed in a series of flasksy sufficient in number
for the experiment undertaken. These were randomly
assigned to contEol, insulin treated,
insulin with HMBA treated groups. The
sterile filtered was added to each

HMBA treated, or,
appropriate agent"

of the relevant
flasks and an equal volume of buffer to the controls.
Immediately after, one flask from each group were
selected at random for immediate determination of
phosphorylation potential or P-T-Pase assays and
a,dditional
t,hereafter.

flasks taken at 10 minute intervals

2000 rpm
Cells from each flask were centrifuged at

for 10 minutes to form a pellet which was
resuspended and washed in saline, centrifuged further
with these steps being repeated twice IDore. The pellut
was resuspended in extraction buffer, homogenised and
centrifuged at high speed. Samples were kept at -70oe
until required.

eii) Phosphate
separation

:incorporation and electrophoretic

Supernatants were incubated with~2p-ATP in the
presence of magnesium acetate for 2 IDinutes at 30oe. A
solution contaning TRIS-Hel, SDS, glycerol, mercapto-
ethanol and bromophenol blue was added and 'the samples
were boiled for 2 minutes. Equal volumes of each extract
was then electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE gels (in some
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experiments equal amounts of protein were loaded into
each lane, see text) the procedure being that of Laemmli
(1970) using a mini-system. A current was applied for 2
hours, gels were fixed, washed twics in glycerol, dried
under vacuum and autoradiographed. Autoradiographs were
scanned using a laser densitometer using the area under
the curve as a measure of the extent of incorporation of
32p (see appendix III). In some cases some of the flasks
were left for 24-72 hours to determine longer term
effects.

The amounts of protein on the 5DS gel corresponding
to the phosphoproteins of interes·t (protein X and
protein Y) were determined by staining the gel with
Coomassie Blue before carrying out the autoradiograph
(see Appendix I!I)~

It is assumed that the variation in the
autoradiQgraph intensity is proportional to the amount
of phosphoprotein and not to varying degrees of
phosphorylation of the proteins. It i~ not known if the
dye stain intensity is affected by differences in the
extent of phosphorylation.

Every effort was made to make the collection of
cells and subsequent treatments as uniform as possible.

Disadvantages of this approach are (i) it is slow,
and (b) that one is using individual cul~ures for each
data point and they could be behaving differently.
However, Tsilimigras (1982) found that there was good
correlation between cultures (with regard to LOR
activity and isozyme data), at least in the short term.
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We believe that our 3D data, showing the persistence of
particular rhythms supports this view otherwise one
would not expect to obtain such a result.

LDH STUDIES

For these suspension studies, freshly fed cells
(MEL or HL-60 cells) were placed in a closed (but fitted
with a cotton wool plug), magnetically stirred culture
vessel placed in a water bath at 37°C. Sampling was
either started immediately or, in a few cases, the next
morning ( 24 hours later) according to whether the cells
were to be in a disturbed state or to be given a chan~e
to reach a steady state. sampling was via a Cornwall
syringe fitted with a narrow bore silicone rubber tube
the tip of -whish which was submersed in the culture.
Cells wer~ thus rapidly collected on Millipore 0,45 pm
cellulose filters under suction~ and twice washed
quickly with saline. The cells and membrane were then
inooediately immersed in liquid nitJ~en in which they
were stored until required. They were then taken out
singly and thawed and refrozen twice in liquid nitrogen
before adding the extraction buffer. The bottle was
shaken on a Vibromix after which they were frozen and
then thawed again to form the crude extracts. The latter
were then centrifuged at low speed to remove debris and
frozen in liquid nitrogen until examined. After thawing
they were imnediately kept on ice while enzyme activity
and isozyme pattern determinations were undertaken. (see
Appendix V).
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EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN

Protein determinations were routinely carried out on all
extracts, the method used being determined by the ~:opic
of interest. The protein concentrations were m0asuled by
the standard Lowry method (see appendix VI).

ENZYME ACTIVITY

(i) Phosphotyrosine phosphatase

Before undertaking the P-T-Pase sxperiments, a
comparison was made between a continuous assay and the
discontinous method used previously. The former involved
a spectrophotometric monitorings of the hydrolysis of
phosphotyrosine to tyrosine. The discontinous assay is a
non enzymatic method based on tl..e determination of
liberated phosphate. As described in Appendix IV,
excellent agreement was obtained and therefore the
continuous method was used for all further studies.
Cell extracts were prepared as for the phosphorylation
experiments. A blank was performed 01,1 the
pllosphotyrosine to find out the endogenous rute of
phosphate cleavage so that the reaction rates could be
corrected if needed but the rate was found to be
negligible $ Assays were performed using the cell
extract to start the reaction, the activity being
determined from the rate of change in al)sorbance at 280
nm (see appendix IV).

(ii) LDH assays

LDH activity was measured by a spectrophotometric
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method following the rate of oxidation of NADH at
340 nm. The standard procedure used 0.7mM pyruvate (P or
Py.7) as substrate, however, for the apparent isozyme
(kinetic) studies the rate of oxidation of NADH was
measured using in, ad:itioh, 0.35 roM pyruvate (Py.3) and
3.31nM alpha-ketobutyrate (B). The apparent isozyme
pattern was expressed by the ratios of the pairs of
rates, Py.3/Py.7 and :Ell)? (see appendix V). The former
value was used in case the B/P ratio was affected by the
presence of a speci.fic ketobutyrate dehhydlrogenase but
no evidence for the latter was found.

(iii) LDB electrophoresis

The actual isozyme patterns were measured using
M ... •the Beckman pa,gon agar gel electrophDres~s system

follm'ledby formazan blue activity stainin,l according to
their kit instructions. The intenslties of;the isozyme
bands were determined by means of a la~~er scanning
densitomet~r (using the area method), the values
obtained being taken as a measure of the amount of
active isozyme"

CELL FREE SYSTEM

For t.hecell free studi.es, the extraction method
assays and isozyme determination were c~~ried out as for
the LDH studies [see Appendix V]. For the cell
and particle free experiments the extract was first
centrifuged at a speed sufficient to remove mitochondria.
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ASSAY REPRODUCIBILITY

In order to gain confii:'1encein results I the usual
approach in such studies is either to (a) take multiple
samples in any experiment at each time point and to take
the average for each, or, (b) to repeat experiments and
again take the means for correspondi.ng time points. Such
methods expect (i) that the Qattern of behaviour of the
cells is reproducible from experiment to experiment and
{ii) that any changes occurring in the extract are Alow:
both circumstances may not be true and can only be
determined by experimentation. In the present studies it
was not possible to take multiple samples for each time
value particularly in view of t,he rap:tdity of the
chanqes and for such high frequency fluctu.!ltions slight
time differences can make marked differences in the data
values; averaging would completely blur the picture but
such circumstances may account for many experiments
where very large standard devj.ations are seen. Gilbert
(1974bf 1984a) has considered problems of this kind
including the point that one cannot normally know the
phase existing at the time one s·tarts sampling I

after the measurements have b~en completed.
only

Where one has mul·tiple small cultures of the cells
it is difficult (without special equipment) to take more
than two samples at the same time but rather than
assessing the confidence in each point, one can estimate
the reproducibility over the wuole experiment by

arbitrarily assigning the cultures to one or other of
tlNo series and plotting the two values against each
other and
coefficient.

determining an
Tsilimigras (1982)

overall
us-=d.this

correlation
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method to show that very high cc·~fficients could be
obtained thereby supporting the view that what happens
in one culture happens in the others throughout the
course of the experiment. Unfortunately in these studies
where monolayer cultures were used, it was necessary to
use large volumes which meant delays in processing a
second sample and therefore such an approach was not
used.

However,
confidence

in order to give an indication of the
assays

of the
in both the assay procedures (where

and the practical abilitywere repeated)
experimenter, we give in Fig.4, examples of where we
have graphs where the first assay value is plotted
against the second. In Fig.4 (left diagram) the results
is a composite for two P-T-Pase experiments whereas
right diagram the results are for one LDH
experiment.
which should

Also given is the line of unit slope
be obtained for perfect agreement.

other aspects of the reproducibility problem are
considered in the Discussion.

DATA ANALYSIS

Only if the periodicity being observed is pure and
constant with time can one obtain a definitive picture
of the dynamics. The difficulties of analysis and
interpretation increase with increasing complexity. In
an effort to glean as much information as possible from
data (which is often very irregular (see discussion) we
use various other methods to study the time series
(Gilbert and Tsilirnigras, 1981, Visser et aI, 1990),
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Fig.4 ASSAY REPRODUCIBILITY

particularly when the ~hythm being studied is of
high frequency, as here, it is dificcult to take
multiple samples and average the values and so obtain
some indication of the confidence limits.

What one can do is to carry out the assays in
duplicate and plot the two values against each other
and ~his gives an overall idea of the
reproduc~bility of the assay method and the ability
of the person carrying them out. This is done here
for the LDH pyruvate assay (right diagram) and the P-
T-Pase assay (left diagram). In the latter we have
combined the results from three experiments" It can be
seen that the biggest errors are seen where the
actii.vities are high because it was more difficult to
c~btain an accurate measure of the slope and, where
different chart rates are used one multiplies
sll1ell errors by a factor for adjusting values to
the same scale.
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using Per-amp plots (cf 'l'silimigrasand Gilbert, 1977)
and by applying variations of the periodograms due to

(a) Lamprecht: and Weber (1970), and, (b) Enright (1965)•
........,-e ... e.These methods ~ applied either to the overall data set

or, to a small section (window) of the time series which
is moved sequentially along the whole set of values and
thus gives an indicat.ionof the variation in the pattern
with time (e.q., Vi~,serat aI, 1990). Because the period
range covered depends on the sampling interval and the
number of points used for the window, this lattE~r
approach covers a smaller period range than when all the
values are examined (see Visser et aI, 1990).

In studies such as those repcl:ted here, one
obtains a series of values for the parameter of interest
which are obtained at (preferably) regular time
intervals. If plotted against time they yield
fluctuations aboir': some mean level, which itself may
vary ~.;ithtime. T:t(9 primary aims of the thesis was to
determine the magnitude of any fluctuations, to
determine if they have a rhythmic basis, to see if more
than one oscillation is involved in each case, to
estimate the freqUEmcies of any oscillations that are
present and to SE~e whether the periodici ties are
affected by the sel~~ctedagents.

CURVE FITTING.

The usual procedure is to plot the values as a
function of time an.dto show the pattern of behaviour by
joining the points;by straight lines lit being argued
that it is wrong to draw smooth curves as that involves
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interpola'tion and one does not know the true
intermediate values. However, Hammond et al (1989) .have
commented that the same arguments apply to the i,;j"~(;;' of
straight lines and, as biological changes are Y~;<Jl:tkely
to be linear and involve sudden disjointed alterations
in slope that they imply, it is better to draw an
objective smooth curve through the data values. Hence
the first step in the p:r:,-ient; analyses has
this using a fourth degree polynomial curve
through the data vall",,>, Similarly, other
obtained from the oriy~nal data plots have
in the sa.meway.

been to do
which passes
time curves
been fitted

This procedure may not be a truly accurate
representation of the true time course but it does give
an objective picturo which in essence, conforms to
that which would btl' .'-m by eye. It also allows a
reasonable estimate: the the positions of the peaks
and troughs in the data which permits the apparent
period, amplitude and mean values to be calculated (next
section) .

GRAPHICAL ESTIMATION OF THE INSTANTANEOUS PERIOD
AND AMPLITUDE (Per-amp plots)

A rough estimate of the period can be obtained from
the number of peaks seen in a given time and th4a
amplitude can of't:enbe estimated by eye. However, thes4a
parameters have been calculated by computer according tio
t.he methods of Tsilimigras and Gilbert (1977)• Th4a
perLod is dete:r:minedfrom the time between succesa ive
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peaks and troughs of the fitted curves. The values so
determined are plotted against some suitable point in
time such as the second peak (or trough), or latterly,
against the time of the intermediate trough (or peak). A
curve is then fitted through the set of values as just
described.

The amplitude is determined from the vertical
distance between a peak (or trough) to the line joining
adjacent troughs (or peaks). The value so obtained is
plotted against the time of the relevant peak or trough
and a curve again fitted through the data points.

The mean values are taken as the midpoints of the
vertical lines used to calculate the amplitudes, the
apparent time course again being obtained by fitting the
polynomial curve. However, in order ,tosimplify the
diagrams these plots are not generally given thQugh they
usually show signs of periodic variation.

All the above curves were automatically calculated
by the computer programme made available by Dr D.At
Gilbert.

PERIODOGRAMS

(L) The Enright periodogram ..

In addition to determining the period by graphical
means, attempts have been made to calculate this
parameter by the use of the Enright (1965) and Inverse
[Gilbert and Joosting, (1993)] periodograms. The former
determines the variance at a selected per.iod (relative
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to the total variance) in the chosen set of data values.
If the fluctuations are completely due to an oscillation
of period p then a plot of the relative variance against
period will yield a peak at the point given by P of unit
magnitude, the width being governed by the period
interval used for the calculations. If more than one
oscillation is responsible for the fluctuations then,
ideally, several peaks will be obtained, each of lower;
fractional magnitude. In principle, random contributions
should be eliminated because they should not be repeated
at regular time interval. With short lengths of dat~ (as
used here) this effect is not completely achieved but
the residue can be improved by plotting only variance
values greater than some arbitrary threshold.

The common practice is to apply a periodogram to the
whole set of values and then to argue about the
significance
grounds (e.g,

of each peak obtained on statistical
Fry, Humphrey and Isles, 1981). We prefer

to use the window method and to judge significance from
the persistence of a given oscillation during the course
of the experiment, or, from its repeated presence in
different experiments. Accordingly, for each set of data
we use additional forms of the periodograms to study the
time dependency~ we thus also follow (a) the variance
change with time for individual oscillations, and, (b)
the sum of the corresponding variances for individual
oscillations whose periods fall within arbitrary ranges
(Visser et aI, 1990). As indicated in the latter
article, we take this second approach in an effort to
accomodate slight changes in frequency during the
experiment. By examining several adjacent ranges one can
often detect the occurrence of burst activity wherein a
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number of oscillations appear and disappear
simultaneously over a short interval of time.

By chofing a data set which is smaller than the
total number of values collected, then by moving this
"window" along the total set one can obtain some idea of
(a) whether a particular rhythm is present thzoughout
the duration of the experiment, and, (b) whether its
period remains constant, varies with time and is
affected by an agent. This can be achieved by means of a
three dimensional plot of variance vs period and time.
However, this can only be done at the expense of
covering a smaller period range since the limits are
determined by values given by twice the sampling
interval and half the total duration of the experiment
(the so called Nyquist limits); practically ,however, the
upper limit is less than this as one requires several
cycles of the oscillation to calculate the variance with
any accuracy (Visser et aI, 1992).

We also vary the window width and calculation
interval (the amount by which the period is incremented
during the calculations). It will be appreciated that if
the latter is large then oscillations can be missed or
appear minor if the step between period intervals is
large. As described elsewhere (Visser et aI, 1990) one
can effectively eliminate minor components by plotting
values only if they exceed some arbitrary set threshold.
Similarly, this can be done by increasing the window
size since the contribution of the minor component to
the total variance will be smaller if other rhythms are
thereby included; this approach is limited by the number
of data values obtained in our experiments. Wide windows
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and short data sets also limit the time scale obtained
by this method since tne windnw can be shifted by fewer
points. On short data sets we increment the window
movement by a fraction of the sampling interval in order
to emphasise the pattern but this does not interpolate.

It should be noted that where (as here) one uses a
window for the determination, it is not possible to~. ... .accurately def~ne the po~nt of add~t~on of any agent ~n
a 3D plot because the set of values in the window will
include a range of values. In the present diagrams the
time of addition of the agent is taken to be that time
which corresponds to the midpoint of the 'V]indow. In
periodograms the time scale will not appear to
correspond ~ith that of time plots of the datu.

Several options are possible in the available
programs; Oileis the setting of a threshold as discussed
above, other are the window size (in te~ms of the number
of data values used) and the (step) interval between
calculat.ions on the time scale, that is, by how much the
window is moved along the data set for each calculation
of period spectrum. Yet another is the period
calculation interval; as pointed out by Enright (1965)
this can be smaller than that corresponding to the
sampling interv'al. Although a fractional step interval
merely repeats the previous period spectrum its use can
help emphasise certain features in the 3D plots. The
threshold option can also be used to eliminate minor
oscillatory components or, if required, to remove the
major oompo.venbs so that attention can be focussed on
the minor ones.
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In
Enright
effect,

addition to the options, several distinct
periodogram plots are available. One gets, in
a plan viefYof 3D graph (Fig. 5), indicating

only at what period an oscillation is detected during
the course of the experiment; the magnitude of the
variance is lost. This allows one to concentrate on the
frequency aspects. Another form is the period range
diagram (Fig. 6a,b) in which the variances are summed
over arbitrarily set period limits~ this can be
useful when the period of an oscillation is drifting
or varying
experiment.
of burst

sli~htly during t!:e
:t can also give a

characte:r__stics where

course of the
clearer indication

in oscillations
with various periods are simultaneously affected,
e.g., by an agent. Some of these aspects have been
considered by Visser et al (1992) and Ferreira et aI,
(1994a,b).

Neither the Enright nor the Inverse periodogram
(see next section) are really suitable for use with
short lengths of data but in the absence of any other
adequate method they have been used in an effort to gain
the maximu~ information out of the data available.
Larger windows should give better results in terms of,
for example, resolution and sharper "",lks but will lead
to elimination of smaller components and rapid
variations in period whereas these aspects are important
to studies of 'thepresent kind, particularly where the
initial affects of agents are of concern. Large windows
thus have the effect of smoothing the data in which fine
detail becomes lost. When one uses a fractional period
calculation interval the method can be compared with the
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Fig.5 PERIODOGRAM PUJI PLOT

If one is simply concerned with the periods of
oscillations that are present and not the magnitude of
the peaks iu the periodogram, one can use plots of this
kind where a :ine is drawn if an oscillation of the
particular period occurs (and greater than a set
threshold); the magnitude of the variance is lost. This
kind of diagram is useful fer seeing if an agent
affects the frequency. Here the addition of insulin
seems either to change the rhythms with initial period.
of 20 mins or stabilise the drift at around 25 mins. h
similar conclusion may be drawn with the rhythms h?'.";.·inq
final period .....f ab:'lt40 mins.
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Fig.6a;b ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM: PERIOD RANGE SUMMATION

This figure is an example of a variation on
the 3D per:iodogram with the difference that the
variances at any particular time are summed over a
selected range of periods so that one has, in
effect, a mean variance for. that ~eriod range
at that timee This is repeated for each time value
to give the plots of the kind shown above (see
Visser et al 1993, Ferreira et al 1994a). The aim is
to overcome minor frequency heterogeneity in the
population of cells and also slight period
fluctuations. Howev~r,
be presented here.

no other such diagrams will
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graphical method given above wherein one uses reference
points other than the peaks and troughs but averages the
values over two or more cycles of the oscillation
depending on the actual window used in relation to the
period observed.

If one covers a very wide period spectrum one can
~nclude the harmonic values, if the oscillation stays
sufficiently constant over the timG interval
corresponding to the period of the harmonic. In some
instances what appear, to be narmonics are observed but
it is not always possible to prove that they are not
distinct rhythms. Some times the primary oscillation
changes
easily
period

in perioti and this makes any harmonic more
seen, because the harmonic will also change in

at twice the rate (Fig. 52a,52h,68).

(ii) The Inverse periodogram.

i
I)

I,

In €ssence this is a modification (due to Gilbert
and Joosting, 1994) of norm analysis (Lamprecht and
Weber, 1970) Which linearises the base line and inverts
the plot thereby permitting more easily interpretable
3D plots to be obtained. As such it is based on the
auto-correlation function in which the set of data
vl'lluesare compared with.itself for different time
lags. The 3D plots again allow¢ one to get some idea of
whether a particular oscillation is present in the data
throughout the duration of the experiment or whether,
there are frequency drifts etc, as for the Enright
periodogram. The same basic opt.Lons and forms are
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ava.ilable.
limitations.

The method is also subject to similar

PHASE PLOTS

The phase plane plot is another method for studying
time relationships in glycolysis (see introduction), has
also been used fel:a similar purpose with regard to
enzyme and apparent isozyme rhythms. The possible
significance of the phasing of processes will be
considered later. (Gilbert, 1969, 1974b, Gilbert and
Tsilimigras, 1981). In this instance, the
corresponding values for two rhythms are plotted against
each other. In this case, the oscillations concerned are
those for the two proteins X and Y, as determined in the
same cell extracts. In the steady state situation, where
the behaviour is essentially constant with time, the
resuJ.tant graphs can clarify the timing relationship
between the two periodicities. Thus a line of positive
slope would indicate an in-phase relationship whereas a
line of negative slope shows that
of-phase. On the other hand, a
that an intermediate timing

the rhythms were out-
cir',.!u...ar pattern shows
relationship existed

(Gilbert, 1969, 1974b). The method becomes less useful
as the complexity of the rhythms increase.

The phase plots are used to illustrate the timing-
relationship between oscillations in different
parameters, the value of one being plotted against the
corresponding value of the other (both determined at
the same time point). In a steady state, one would get
plots of positive or negative slope where the two
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oscillations are in
or a cyclic curve
These conclusions

phase or out of phase!
for other stable time
really only apply in

respectively,
relationship.
the simplest

situations but the method can be used for various ways,
for example, to illustrate change in the behaviour as a
reselt of the action of an agent (Gilbert 1971F 1974,
1984: TSimiligras, thesis 1982). These phase plots have
been used to identify phosphofructokinase as the main
oscillator in glycolysis by showing the time~
relationship between changes in the different
substrates 0 In Fig 7 and 40 are examples of our data bl,lt

in view C',f the complexity of the oscillations studied
here, the method has not been generally used! these
phase plots confirm other i.nterpretations given, for
example, that periods often vary and that several
oscillations are involved.

In general, no approach is perfect and one needs to
examine the data in several ways in order to determine
the self-consistent aspects. In this section we give
exam1?les of these different methods and compare and
contrast results from different experiments.
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Fig.7a,D PHASE PLANE PLOTS

Where two oscillations exist in the same cell (as
for protein X and protein Y (Ferreira et al 1994a)
rhythms and the variations in the two LDH isozymes in
the HL-60 cells) , it is necessary to d,,~termine the
timing relationship between them (if constant). One
can study this aspect by plotting one value against the
other in a phase plane plot, as here. If two
rhythms ~e involved and the system is in a steady
state one should obtain simple plots providing the
frequencies are the same. In that case a linear plot
will be obtained and this will be of positive or
negative slope for the in-phase and out-of-phase
situations. If a« intermec1j.at:ephase relationship
exist~ one can get a cyclic curve. As can be seen
here, no particular phase relationship can be detected
for the two sets of values shown which implies the
lack
the

of a steady
involvement of

state,
multiple

different frequencies,
rhythms or all three

possibilities.
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CHAPTER. III

RESULTS

GENERAL COMW..6NTS

In this section diagrams are presented (a

sE'llectionfrom SO~q ?~~~) which give:

(i) fitted curves to raw data plotted as a function
of time showing the rhythmic nature of the data,

(ii) Per-amp plots indicating the apparent
instantaneous period and amplitude the fitted
curves from which I deduce that the oscillations
are being modulated witt.respect to period and.
amplitude,

(iii) overlays where different time curves are
S17·;, I,'t'ililposedthus allowing one to decide
di .;·erences in their.a-mplitudes, phasing, period
and mean value I

(iv) the occasional phase plot which make me
believe that there is a lack of stable
temporal patterns of behaviour,

(v) Enright and Inverse periodograms which
indicate (a) that several rhythms are
generally involved (b) that similar oscillations
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are distinc"t, or (c) that the periods of
rhythms are changing with time either
spontaneously or as the result of the action of
an agent.

Such diagrams are used to illustrate and analyse
oscillations in

(1) Phos.phorylation potential,
(2) P-T-Pase activity,
(3) LDH activit~!fl real and apparent isozyme

patterns in MEL cells and then in HL-60
cells,

(4) LDH activity and isozyme pattern in cell
free systems,

and
(5) in extractable protein levels,

in addition, the plots are used to study the
of those parameters towards insulin or HMBA.

response

In monolayer serial culture
agents were added at time zero to
assigned to control or treated

experiments these
cultures randomly

groups and the
cultures were than randomly selected at intervals
for analysis. This procedure convinces us

rhythms occur in all cultures~ In
that
thethe

suspension culture studies the agent was added (half
way
The

through the experiment) to the whole culture.
standa.rd concentrations used in all

experiments w~re:

Insulin: 1 ~g/~l final concentration
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HMBA: 5mM final concentration

Some results and discussion for t~e
protein phosphorylation and extractable protein studies
are in the press. Attention here is focused on more
recent results.

PHOSPHORYLATION POTENTIAL (Fig.8-13)

These results show that oscillations occur in the
ability of extracts to incorporat.:e32p trom labelled
ATP into two proteins of Mr. 81kD (protein X) and
63kD (protein Y) and that several rhythms
contributed toward the observed oscillations.
Although the patterns of behaviour for protein X
and for protein Y can be tpe same, at times they are
very distinct. Evidence is presented which seems to
indicate that the protein X and Y oscillations' are
partly due to variations in the levels of t:he
correspc:,nding proteins which may vary in unison
under some cirCUlIlstances.The stimulating effect of
insulin reported in Ferreira et al 1994b has been
further confirmed, (Figs. 8-13, 41-4.3) and the hormone
may synchronise the changes in the 81kD and 63kD protein
levels for a short time.

The complex effects of HMBA at different times are shown
in Fig.56.

PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE OSCILlATIONS (Figs. 14-16)

Oscillations in the activity of this enzyme (and
also in tbe activities of phosphoserine phosphatase
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and phosphothreonine
reported to occur (in

phosphatases)
MEL cells)

were first
some time ago

but, using a much shorter sampling time and a new
kineti.cassay, it is now shown that the frequency
is far higher then appeared to be the case. Of
particular interest is the birh:rthmicity and
trirhythmicity frequently seen in this oscillation.

'.]19 immediate and long term effE~cts of insulin
(Fig.16, 44-46) and HMBA (Fig.57)and also the combined
action of insulin and HMBA (Fig.47) are also described.

LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (Figs 17-40)

It is shown firstly that oscillations in the

frequency is much

activity occur at high amplitude
with many others) and that the
higher than described in most
shown electrophoretically (for
that oscillations also occur in

total LDH (pyruvate)
in MEL cells (as

studies. It is then
the first time)
the actual intensity of the lone active isozy~e in MEL
cells and these too are of high frequency and hiq~
amplitude. Evidence is then presented that the
apparent isozyme pattern, as determined by \:.11ekinetic
method (HIP ratio), also oscillates in MEL cells and
does so at a much higher frequency than previously
reported for any cells. As only one isozyme is
detectable the ratio should be constant and so
this rhythm is considered to be the result of varia~ions
in tr amount of active isozyme and/or to the action
of regulators present in the extracts which chanrte
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the specificity I or, even to the existence of a
ketobutyrate dehydrogenase Which must also oscillate in
level. In an effort to check this point a second
kinetic method (the Py,,3/JPy~ 7 ratio) has also been
used to determine the apparent isozyme pattern but
instead of staying constant as it should do for a

it is considered

lOnecan see th8t it too oscillates at
hiql1 jErequency. From this data
tha.t the regulators change both
the specificity of that isozyme.

single isozyme,
high amplitude and

the kinetics and

Similar changes are detected in extracts of HL-
60 cells which exhibit four isozymes of LDB:
data is presented which indicates that the two main
isozymes are also :modulated (as for MEL cells), but to
some extent the regulators act on the individual
isozymes independently. CuriouslY I the ampV.tude of the
variations in the apparent isozyme pattern (B/P ratio)
is smaller than for the MEL cells where only lOne
isozyme is fo~nd.

It
belief,
cells
result

is thus shown that, contrary to general
the actual and effective isozyme patterns of

are not constant but change rapidly as a
of a number of different factors.

is the fact that, inter
markedly increases the

Of
alia,
mean

particular importance
insulin rapidly and
level of the active I,DH isozyme in MEL cells.
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CELL FREE SYSTEM

In addition to observing variations in LDH activity,
apparent and actual isozyme patterns in intact cells,
similar stud';,eswere under'caken in cell and particle
free extracts of MEL cells, these are described in
Fig.60-63.

EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN RHYTHM (Figs.64-67)

The oscillation in the i.:otalextractable protein in
MEL cells, and the sti:mulating effect of insulin,
have been disc'lssed in Ferreira at al (1994b). Here, for
two experiments, we merely show that it occurs at a
higher frequency than we previously reported for MEL
cells (or any other) iand that the modulation
characterist.:ics are as for all other oscillations.
For the first time it is fClundalso in HL-60 cells.
Inverse periodograms are (11sogiven for the rhythm in
MEL cells where in which sbow both the enhancing and
stabilising effects of insulin. For the first time it is
shown that oscillations occur for two particular
proteins, those corresponding to protein X and protein Y
in the phosphorylation studies (Fig.12a,b).
The results showing the action of insulin are given in
Fig.54-55 and that of HMBA are given in Fig.59.

The studies presented can only be
considered exploratory and were carried in order to
confirm the highly dynamic nature of the cell and to
form a basis for future studies. The complexity
prevented me from giving definite answers to some
questions but it seems possible to prove the existence
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of certain rhythms and to show that the oscillations
are complex and that the agents have some action on
them even if the actual response is
described.

not simply

All experiments, with the exception of the cell
free studies, were carried out at least three times.
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Fig.8 AUTORADIOGRAPHS OI~ SDS-PAGE GELS SHOWING

PROTEIN X A~ PROTEIN Y IN MEL CELLS FOR

CONTROL AND INSULIN TREATED

(cells in stationary monolayer)

Extracts of cells taken at 10 minute intervals were
prepared and each was incubated with [~_p32] ATP (0.5
X 103 cpm/pmol) in the presence of magnesium acetate
for 2 minutes at 30oe. A solution containing TRIS/Hel,
SDS, glycerol, mercaptoethanol and bromophenol was
added. Samples were boiled and then electrophoresed
together with rainbow markers. (see
appendix IX). Autoradiographs were carried out.
(details see appendix IX). These photographs show
representative results with the 81kD (protein X) and
63kD (protein Y) bands studied here. For the
following graphs the intensities of the bands were
measured by scanning densitometer; the values
obtained were multiplied by a factor (usually 0.001)
in order to make the labelling of the Y-axis simpler.
The area under the curve was taken as the
amount of phosphorylated component.
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Fig.9aib TEMPORAL L~GES IN THE PHOSPHORYLATION
POTENTIAL FOR PROTEINS X AND Y IN MEL CELL
EXTRACTS: IMMEDIATE ACTION OF INSULIN
(MEL cells in stationary monolayers)

These diagrams show examples of variations in the
intensities of autoradiographs for the extent of
incorporation of p32 from labelled ATP into the two
proteins of molecular masses 81kD (protein X) and 63kD
(protein Y) in the absence or presence of insulin. The
X and Y intensity values obtained were measured on the
same gel. All phosphorylation potentials were determined
using MEL cell extracts. The phosphorylation potential
results are discussed further in an article in the
press (Ferreira et al 1994). Some more recent results
are presented here.

From the lower diagrams it can be seen that each
oscillation appears to be rhythmically modulated with
respect to period and amplitude. Elsewhere (Ferreira et
aI, 1994a) it is shown that insulin enhances these
dynamics but from the present plots it seems that the
oscillations are more regular after addition of the
hormone. Multiperiodicity is exhibited in the insulin
treated cultures. The curves for insulin treated cells
are given here just to show that the hormone does not
affect the general pattern of behaviour: the action of
the hormone are considered in more detail in a later
section.
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In various diagrams given here, the intensity
values ha$~been multiplied by suitable factors (usually
0.001) in order to make the labelling of the y-axis
simpler.

In all the per-amp plots of this kind the
amplitude changes are in terms of the }orresponding raw
data curve (ioe. the relevant upper diagram).

Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cells/ml
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Fig.10 TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN THE RATIO OF THE

PROTEIN X / PROTEUJ Y PHOSPHORYLA'lZON

POTENTIALS

(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

TLlis diagram shows oscillations in the ratio of the
autoradiograph stain intensities for protein X to
protein Y for two different experiments in the absence
or presence of insulin. The corresponding X and Y
values were measured on the same autoradiograph. The
oscillatory nature shows that the oscillations of X and
Yare independent of one another but the fact that the
amplitude is sometimes smaller than at other times is
probably due to a changing phase relatinnship because
the two individual oscillations are of different
frequencies.

Cell number ._6.8Ctx 106 ...~lls/lnl
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Fig.l1a,b ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAHS FOR VARIATIONS IN THE
PHOSPHORY.Fc:"1'I'ION POTENTIAL OF PROTEIN X AND

PROTEIN Y

(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

This shows changes in the variance for different
oscillation periods as a function of time during the
course of one ~xperiment in untreated and insulin
treated cells. The complex pattern of behaviour can be
seen, several oscillations apparently contributing to
the observed time curves (such as those shown in
Fig.9). These diagrams are presented in Ferreira et al
1994b.

Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cells/ml

window: 15 pts
Period calculation interval: 0.1
Threshold: C.l
step interval: 0~2
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Fiq.12a VARIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF IrHE PROTEIN 1
CORRESPONDING TO PHOSPHOPROTEIN X AS
MEASURED BY COOMASSIE BLUE STAINING
·MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

In these experiments the SD:1·...PAGE gels were stained
with Coomassie Blue to determine variations in the
level of the protein corresponding to the 81kD band.
After scanning to decezmi.ne the intensities the gels
were then autoradiographedo The phosphorylation
intensity for protein X and the cQrresponding Coomassie
Blue stain intensity variations are shown in graphs 1

and 2 for control and HMBA treated cells in parallel
studies. It can be seen that both oscillate but the
patterns of behaviour are not the same for the amount
of protein and phosphorylation potential. This view is
confirmed by plotting, in graph 3, ·theratios of the
values for the two cultures and it is evident that this
paramete~ also varies in rhythmic fashion. From these
and ot.nerresults (see also next diagram, Fig. 12b) we
conclud~ that the phosphorylation potential oscillation
is partly due to changes if.the level of the protein
being phosphorylated but other factors, perhaps
varia·tions in the activities of the kinase or
phosphatases also playa part.

'rhe phosphorylation potential values are
multiplied by factors of 0.002724 and 0.001271 for
graph:s 1 and 2,.respectively, in order to produce th~
same maximum values
The values for both
by a :factorof 0.01.

as the pro·tein level oscillations.
ratio curves have been multiplied
Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cell/mI.
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Fin.12b VARIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF THE PROTEIN
CORRESPONDING TO PHOSPHOPROTEIN X and Y

AS MEASURED BY COOMASSIE BI.UE STAINHtG

IN INSULIN TREATED CELLS
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

Details are as for Fig.12a, with the exception
that the data refers to both the 81kD (protein X) and
63kD (protein Y) band.. In the control cultures the
waveforms for the two proteins were identical as in the
initial stages shown here. However, the two curves
eventually diverge as can be seen in this diagram.
Insulin thus appears to have caused a gradually
increasing mean value and produced a more regular
oscillation (see Fig.13b,c).

Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cellsjml
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Fiq.13a ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAMS FOR OSCILLATIONS IN
PROTEIN X AND THE CORRESPONDING
COOMASSIE BLUE STAINED BAND
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

To confirm the belief that the Coomassie Blue stain
(81kD) oscillation differs from the corresponding
autoradiograph (protein X) rhythm, presented here
are these Enright periodograms for the data shown
in Fig.12. Despite similarities it can be seen
that the phosphorylation potential variations
contain additional components supporting the view that
factors other than fluctuations in the level of the
protein are also involved.

Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cells/ml
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Fig.13b ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM COMPARISON OF THE
OSCILLATIONS IN THE LEVELS OF 'raE PROTEINS
CORRESPONDING TO PROTEINS X AND Y IN
CONTROL CULTURES

(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

As indicated in the caption to Fig.12b, in control
cultures the waveforms for the oscillations in the
levels of the 81kD and 63kD proteins corresponding to
phospho-protein X and Y (as determined by Coomassie
Blue staining) were identical. As can be se£"n from this
diagram the periodograms are also very similar as might
be expected.

Cell number = 6.80 x 106 cells/ml
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Fiq.13c ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM COMPARISON OF THE
OSCILLA~IONS IN TB~ LEVELS OF THE P~OTEINS
CORRESPONDING TO PROTEINS X AND Y IN

INSULIN TREATED CULTURES

(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram gives the Enright periodograms for
the oscillations in the levels of the two proteins
corresponding to proteins X and Y for which temporal
variations are given in Fig.12b. As can be seen, the
tw~') diagrams differ in the later stages of the
expe~iment particularly with regard to the rhythm with
period about 30 minutes. Therefore, both common and
different fact0:Cs are acting on the two proteins. It
would IlppesL that insulin has a delayed and
different.i.al effect on this periodicity although
it is not clear if the rhythm is stopped or if its
period is changed out of the range covez-ed,
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Fig.14a,b,c ACTIVITY AND SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF
PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE IN MEL CELLS
IN STATIONARY SUSPENSION
(Control cultures: 0 hours.)

These plots show the high frequency (when
compared with published data) oscillations in both the

in
specific

MEL
activity

cells in
of phosphotyrosineactivity and

phosphatase three different
experiments. Also given in these PERAMP plots are
the variations in the instantaneous period and
amplitude for each, as described in the
methods section. The spelCificactivities were
determined 1;1 taking the ratio of the activity of a
sample ,to the concentration of protein in the
corresponding extract but as pointed out in the
text, (see also later diagrams in this results
sect.Ion) t~he protein levels also oscillate and
henco this "correction" procedure is invalid.
Irrespective of this point it:is evident that the
procedure does not abolish the oscillatory behaviour
though it seems to affect the characteristics to some
extent as ntightbe expected as the protein level also
oscillates.

The results show clear evidence for bi- and
tri-rhythmicity and ,to confirm the generality of
this behaviour two more plots are given in Fig. .15
a,b. The effects of insulin or HMBA on the behaviour
in pclrallel
dealing with

cultures are given later
the actions of the agents.

in sections
It would be

useful to carry out such determinations and the
phosphorylation potentials in the same extracts to
compare the frequencies and phasings under different
circumstances. Cell number 5.9 - 6.1 x 106 cells/mI.
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Fig.15a,b. OSCI~~TIONS IN THE ACTIVITY Ah1> SPECIFIC
ACTIVI~~Y OF PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE
IN MEL CELLS IN STATIONARY SUSPENSION
(Control cultures: 0 hours)

Two further examples of the phospnccyz-osi.ne
activity and specific activity oscillations (togethE~r
with the corresponding changes in period and
amplitude) are presented in these diagrams. Tlle
details are as given in the caption to Fig. 14.

The activities i.nall phosphotyrosine phosphatase
diagrams are expressed as ~moles/min/ml and the
specific activities as Mmoles/min/J,Lgprotein.

Cell number for a) 6.80 x 106 cells/ml (expwl)
b) 5.50 x 106 cells/ml (exp.2)
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F.i.q.1.6 ENRIGHT PERIO:r.xx;RAMS FOR PHOSPHOTYROSlNE

PHOSPHATASE SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR TWO

EXPERIMENTS IN THE ABSENCE AND PRESENCE

OF INSULIN

(MEL CELLS IN MONOLAYER CULTL~E)

This diagram shows the overall Enright periodograms
(the number of data values is too small for 3D time
plots) for the two experiments sh9wn in Fig.14a and
14c. It can be seen that a rhythm of about 12 minutes
appears in both controls, the broad bands in the longer
period regions (22-30 minutes) are probably harmonics.
In the insulin treated samples, the twelve minute
rhythm is no longer evident but the bands in the 20-30
minute range probably reflect an increase
produced by the hormone (compare with
amplitude plots of fig.14a,b,c).

in the period
the period-

Cell number for a) 5.90 x 106 cells/ml (exp.40)
b) 6.:J..O x 106 cells/ml (exp.42)

Window: 12pts
Period calculation i:nterval: 0.2
Threshold: 0
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Fig"17arb HIGH FREQUENCY VARIATIONS IN THE ISOZYME

BAND INTENSITY OBTAINED BY AC'I'IVITY STAINING

AFTER ELECTROPHORESIS

{MEL cells in stirred suspension)

Shown here, for two different
0:0:photographs of agar~electroPhoresis gels

LDH kit ,as described in appendix VI1),

experilmmt.s, are
(Beckman Paragon
after staining for

LDH activity. In both diagrams the top figure is for control
cultures and the lower figure is for cells treated with
insulin at time zero (control and treated studies carri~d
out in parallel on cells derived from the same initial
culture). The sampling interval was 1 minute for each of the
ten lanes (1-10) but similar reGults have been obtained with
sampling intervals of 2,5 ami 10 minutes I showing that the
variations ar.epersistant for 3 hours or more without any
evidence of dampening. These results snoule be compared
with those obtained with HL-60 cells (Figs.34). Only
one Lsozyme is evident, despite prolonging the
duration of electrophoresis and the staining time
(results not shown) •

that
time.

contrary to general belief, it: can :be SE~en
the amount of active isozyme fluctuatt\S with
Plots of the intensity variations are given

in the following diagram.

As can been seen in both diag:::'alas, insulin
caused a rapid and very marked incTt;;)slsein the mean
activity; the metabolic importance of'this .;:H'l!'C.·novel If is
unr:lear. The oscillation still continues as is
more evident in figure 17b.

Cell Number = 2.2J X 106 cells/ml
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Fig .18 OSCILLATION,:; IN THE EXTRACT LDH PYRUVATE

ACTIVITY IN MEL CELLS

(cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram shows that the activity of LDH
oscillates as it does in many other cell lines but the
rhythm has not been reported for MEL cells. However,
the period (of the order of 1-2 minute or less) is less
than 'given for most cells because of the shorter
sampling time used here. The results also show that the
period and amplitude are periodically modulated as for
variations seen in other cells (Gilbert, unpublished).
Oscillatory variations occur in the protein level as
discussed in other sections. Later it will be shown
that oscillations are still observed even if one
determines the specific activity for the ex:tracts.

as
In all the LDR diagrams the activity is

'0"'-'" ethe rate of change in absor~tion at
expressed

340nrn per
minute.

Cell number = 1.23 x 106 ce~lls/ml
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Fig.19 HIGH FREQUENCY VARIATIONS IN THE ISOZYME BAND
INTENSITY OBTAINED BY ACTIVITY STAINING AFTER
ELECTROPHORESIS
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

Shown here are plots of the intensity variations
for the activity stain corresponding to gel photographs
of the kind given in Fig. 17 for two different
experiments. The very good agreemen~ is evident and
it is clear that th~ period :s of order of 2-3 minutes
(or less·· see text). It can also be seen that
the variations are quite marked in magnitude.

Cell number for a) 7.25 x 106 cellsjml (exp.53)
b) 6.99 X 106 cellsjml (exp.54)
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Fig.20 PHASE PLANE PLOTS FOR THE 'l"""t(ORATE RATIOS:

APPARE~'T LDH ISOZYMES

Given here are the phase pt.ane plots for data
from t~o experiments showing the lack of a stable time
relationship between the two rate ratios, (B/P and
pYc3/Py.7). the values of which 'should give a measure
of the LDR isozyme pattern. These diagrams add
furthe'" 'lightto the argumeI'lts(see Fig. 32) that the
two pb..e;;!metersare actually measuring different
processes so that the ratios are not equiValent. In
turn, this agrees with the view that regulators
are affecting both the kinetics and the specificity
of the enzyme.
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Fig..21 ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAMS OF E~RACT PYRUVATE
AND GEL STAIN ACTIVITY VARIATIONS
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

These diagrams confirm the high frequency of the
LDH activity oscillations and show that several rhythms
seem to be involved. The results also indicate that the
extract activity fluctuations cannot be entirely
explained simply by the isozyme changes although
sometimes there is good agreement between the two
curves (see also Fig.22). The effect of insulin is
considered in a later section.

Cell number = 6.99 x 106 cellslml

Window: l5pts
Period calculation interval: 0.05
Threshold: 0.05
step interval: 0.5
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Fig.22a COMPARISON OF THE EXTRACT AND ISOZYME BAND
ACTIVITY OSCILLATIONS
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

For comparison purposes, I superim~ose graphs of
corresponding oscillations in the activity of the
extract (determined kinetically) and the variations in
the electrophoretic isozyme band intensity for one
experiment. The band intensity values have been scaled
down. There are similarities but also distinctions at
times. The sampling time here was 1 minute and the
diagram shows the hi9'h frequency of the variations. In
Fig.22b curves are pre5entt:ldwere the sampling time was
'5 minutes and these show the persistence of the
behaviour. Plots of the ratio of the two values
are also periodic. The values of the pyruvate activity
are scaled so as to superimpose the curves.

Cell number = 4.95 x 106 cells/ml
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Fig.22b COMPARISON OF THE LDH AC'l'IVITY OF. THE EXTRAC'.l'S

OF MEL CELLS WITH THE F.LECTROPHO]J;ETIC BAND

INTENSITY

(cells in stirred suspension)

In this diagram are results correspo tiding to those
gi'Ten in Fig. 2za I but for another e>.;peri:ment;, In this
case there is virtually no agreement,.:between the two
curves even with regard to the phasing of the rhythms.
In this case, it aeems that the va~:i~ltions in the
amount of isozyme play¢ a minor role in (leter.mining the
extract ~ctivity.

The right .hand scale refers to gel stain.
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Fig.23 OSCILLATION'S IN THE LDH SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
SHOWING THE MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

Presented here are variations in the specific
activity of the extract sampled at 5 minute intervals
for a 3-4 hour period. It can be seen that the specific
activity also oscillates and the rhythm shows the same
periodic modulation characteristics with regard to
period and amplitude of the rhythm. Ins~lin was added
at the time indicated, it appears to modify the
modulation pattern, but the effect is somewhat
different in the two experiments. This might be the
result of differences in the metabolic state
including differences
at the begining of

in insulin
the experiment.

concentration

Cell number for a) 1.22 x 106 cells/ml (exp.51)
b) 1.60 x 106 celJ.s/ml (exp.5.2)
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Fig.24 OSCILLATIONS IN THE RATIO OF THE LDR STAIN
INTENSITY TO THE AMOUNT OF EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN
(!!EL cells in stirred suspension)

Here one plots the temporal variations in the gel
iso~yme Ifspecific activityU . the ratio of the:!..lIe.

intensity or the electrophoretic LOH band to the
concentration of protein in the corresponding extract.
Once again it appears that the activity stain intensity
variations cannot be explained simply in terms of
changes in the amount of protein. This was confirmed by
running gels using equal amounts of protein rather than
equal volumes of extract; oscillatory behaviour is
still seen. As with all other oscillations there is
evidence (from the, lower diagrams) fot' periodic
modulation of both the period and amplitude. Insulin
does not appear to have a marked effect.

Cell number for a) 1.22 x 106 cells/ml (exp.51)
b) 1.60 x 106 cells/m! (exp.52)
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Fig.25 ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM OF EXTRACT AND GEL STAIN
ACTIVITIES
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram shows Enright periodograms for the
actual activities corresponding to the specific
activities curves given in Fig.23 and Fig.24
respectively. SOl.nesimilarities exist as one might
expect, since the extract kinetic values will
probably be affected by changes in the amount of
active isozyme determined electrophoretically. Thus
both show evidence for an oscillation with the
initial period of about 18 minutes which increases
during the period of observation to about 27
minutes. There is also evidence of a common band with
a fairly constant period of about 12 minutest although
for the activity stain, this is evident only after the
add:itionof insulin, but it seems to decrease somewhat
in frequency. It could thus be a sub-harmonic of the
longer period band. However, in the extract the
oscillation in this latter region stays fairly
constant.

window~ 14pts
Period calculation interval: 0.05
Threshold: 0
step interval: 0.5
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Fiq.26 HIGH FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS IN THE EXTRACT LDR
PYRUVATE ACTIVITY: COMPARISON FOR TWO EXPERIMENTS

(MEL cells in stirred su~pension)

For comparison purposes in this diagram the
oscillations in the extract pyruvate activity (kinetic)
values are shown for two experiments both show
the high frequency nature of the rhythm with apparent
period of about 3-4 minutes.

Cell number for a) 7.25 x 106 cellsjml (exp.53)
b) 7.09 x 106 cellsjml (exp.54)
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Figp27 COMPARISON OF THE LDH ACTIVITY IN EXTRACTS OF
MEL CELLS WITH THE ELECTROPHORETIC BAND

INTENSITY
(cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram shows that at timeG there is good
agreement between the extract and the corresponding gel
activity stain fluctuations but at other. times for
example between about 80-120 minutes there are quite
marked distictions (compare with the next diagram). The
lack of agreement between the two curves, whether it
occurs at intervals as here, or over a longer time
period (as in the next diagram), indicates that several
factors can regulate the LDH system.

The right hand scale refers to gel staino
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Fig.28 OSCILLATIONS IN THE RATIO OF THE LDH PYRUVATE
ACTIVITY AND CORRESPONDING GEL BAND INTENSITY
(?!ELcells in stirred suspension)

As indicated in the text, the variutj'.on in the
pyruvate activity of extracts can not be explained by

the changes in the amount of active isozyme (as
determined by electrophoresis). To confirm this view,
four plots are given here for the ratio of the two
activities, from which it can be seen that the ratio
also oscillates irrespective of whether a 5 or 1 minute
sampling time is used. The apparent period seems to be
roughly 3 times the sampling interval in each case,
supporting the view that aliasing is present in at least
the 5 minute sampling data (the latter values are
multiplied by 100). Birhythmicity and t~irhythmicity can
be seen.
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Fige29 OSCILLATIONS IN 'rHEAPPAREWT ISOZYME PATTERN
OF THE EXTRACT AS DETERMINED KINETICALLY
(BIP RATIO)
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

In a number of studies (see text) Gilbert has used
the B/P rate ratio as a measure of the apparent isozyme
pattern and shown that the values oscillate in a number
of cells which exhibit several LDH isozymes. Here it is
shown that this is also 'truefor MEL cellf3 yet they
only exhibit one isozyme. Moreover, the amplitude is
very high, of the order of the maximum expected for
human cells, and the period of the rhythm (2-4 mins) is
much lower than previously reported. Again, as for all
other oscillations discussed in this thesis, there is
evidence for periodic modulation of tne period and
amplitude of the oscillations. (see fig.31 for a
comparison of
stain rhythm) "

the B/P variations with the activi y
The limiting values of B/P ratio

for murine LDR a:ce
approximatelly 0.2

not known but the hUman limits are
- 0.8 (Lax found 1972). The upper

"'"limit is not likely to be greater th~n 1 because that
would mean that alpha-ketobutyrate would be a prefe~d

l'substrate.

Cell number for a) 7.25 x 106 cells/ntl (expo53)
b) 7.05 x 106 cells/ml (exp.54)
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Fiq.JO EtIRIGHT PERIODOGRAM OF THE HIGH FREQUENCY
B/P RATIO OSCILLATION
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram confirms the high frequency nature of
the B/P rhythm given in the last figure. There appear
to be several oscillations involved but the picture is
complicated by the apparent presence of harmonics.

window: 15pts
Period calculation interval: 0.05
Threshold: 0.05
step interval: 0.5
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Fig.31 COMPARISON OF THE HIP OSCILLATION WITH THE
CORRESPONDING RHYTItM 01" THE AMOUNT OF ACTIVE

ISOZYME
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

Only one isozyme of LDH was detected in MEL cells
(see Fig. 17) and therefore one might expect the B/P

ratio to be constant. As shown here, very !!larked
variations occur'~, the ratio. l;norder to see if the
B/P variation con:elates with tt,echanges in the acrcua I
amount of the active isozyme/ the two curves are
overlaid in this diagram. It shows that they are quite
distinct. The differences are probably due to the action
of regulators present in the extract which change the
specificity of the isozyme.

Cell number = 1.60 x 106 cells/ml
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Fiq.32 COMPARISON OF THE TWO LDR RATE RATIOS

As indicated in Fig.31, the B/P oscillation cannot
be accounted for by the rhythm in the amount of active
isozyme. The B/P oscillation could be due to periodicity
in the amount of an alpha-ketobutyrate dehydrogenase in
the cellsl therefore the LDR isozyme pattern was also
checked by determining the ratio of the rates toward
two different pyruvate concentrations. Where a single
isozyme of LDR is present, the ratio should be
constant, but as can be seen in this diagram,
this ratio also osc1llates. Moreover, the
oscillation is distinct from that in the B/P ratio.
These results
regulators in

seem to indicate
the extract which

the presence
affect both

of
the

kinetics and the specificity of the single isozyme
of LDH. A separate keto-butyrate dehydrogenase
seems unlikely as the B/P ratio never significantly
exceeds unity.
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Fiq ..33 ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAMS FOR THE TWO RATE

RATIOS
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

These periodograms confirm the distinction between
B/P oscillation and the rhythm for the rate ratio for
the two pyruvate concentrations. There seems to be some
correlation in the 15-18 minute region but marked
difference in the very high frequency periodicity (4-
8 minute).

Window: 20pts
Period calculation interval: 0.1
Threshold: 0.05
step interval: 0.5
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Fiq ..34 VARIATIONS IN THE LDR ISOZYME BAND INTENSITIES
FOLL~WING ELECTROPHORESIS OF EXTRACTS OF HL-60
CELLS; SAMPLING INTERVAL 5 MINUTES

(cells in stirred stirred suspension)

As can be seen here the human leukaemic cell line HL-
60 exhibits three LDR isozymes, two major bands and
one minor band. It is also obvious from the two
photogLaphs (for two different experiments) shown here,
that the amounts of the active isozymes fluctuate 'illith
time. The two major bands, marked 1 and 2, were
selected for further study. Laser scanning
densitometry shows that, as with MEL cells, the
stain intensities of both isozymes oscillate as shown
in the following ~iagrams.
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OSCILLATIONS IN THE LDB ISOZYME PA~£ERN
IN HL-60 CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

As seen in Fig.34 thr~e LDH isozymes can be detected
in EL-60 cells, this diagram shows the oscillations in
the intensity of the two major bands, obtained in two
experiments. As can be seen, although there seems to be
some correlation between the phasing of the two
oscillations (peak values occuring at the same time),
there are marked differences in the intensities of the
two bands at different timeE. This suggests that the
isozymes are being regulated by at least two factors,
one of which is common and one of which acts
independently on individual isozymes.

Cell number = 7.8 x 106 cells/ml
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Fig.36 ENRIGHT PERI'ODOGRAMS FOR THE TWO ISOZYME

OSCILLATIONS IN 1n.-60 CELLS FOR TWO
DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS
(cells in stirred suspension)

Overall Enright periodograms (using all values in
the data set instead of the window method) are given
here for the individual isozyme oscillations for the
two experiments described in Fig.35a,b. In confirmation
of the conclusions given thel."e1 the rhythms for band 1
differ from those of band 2 In both experiments. The
actual periods for the individual isozymes involved are
not the same in the two experiments, presumably
due to slightly different conditions. However, this
diagram confirms that the two major isozymes (at
least) are being regulated independently. This view
is supported by plots of the ratio of the
intensities of the two bands (Fig.38) and plots
of the difference between the intensities of the
two bands (not Shown).

Cell number for a) 7.8 x 106 cells/ml (exp.63)
b) 7.2 x 106 cells/ml (exp.65)
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Fiq.37a,b PER AMP PLOTS FOR THE INDIVIDUAL LDH

ISOZYME OSCILLATIONS IN HL-60 CELLS

(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

As can be seen frolltthese plots for two e,'periments
the oscillations for the individual isozymes show the
same modulation characteristics as all other
oscillations and the modulation pattern differs for the
two isozymes further supporting the view that they are
independently regulated.
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Fiq.38 OSCILLATIONS IN THE ISOZYME 1/ISOZYME 2 RATIO
FOR LDB IN HL-60 CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

In further confirmation of the conclusion that the
two major LDH isozyme bands in HL-60 cells are
independently regulat~d, given here are plots of the
ratio of the intensities for two experiments. As can be
seen the ratio also oscillates and appears to be
modulated with regard to period and amplitude, as with
all other oscillations studied. Although there are
differences in the mean values for the ratios, the
period (10-12 minutes) is the same in the two
experiments.

Cell number = 7.2 x 106 cells/ml
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Fig.39 VARIATIONS IN THE EXTRACT BjP RATIO
FOR 1n.-60 CELLS

(cells in stirred suspension)

oscillations also occur in both the pyruvate
activfY (not shown) and the B/P ratio in extracts of
HL-60 cells. In this experiment the amplitude of the
B\P fluctuations is small at first but then increases
in magnitudee One possible explanation is that the
system is being rhythmically modulated by at
least two components having different frequencies,
so that the phasing(s) between them gradually change.
The maximum value of the E/P ratio is less than for
MEL cells where only one isozyme is seen.

e~11 number = 7.80 x 106 cells Iml
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Fiq.40 PHASE PLANE YLOT OF THE VARIATIONS IN THE
AMOUNTS OF TWO ACTIVE ISOZYMES IN HL-60 CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

In this diagram the activity stain intensity for
one LDH isozyme is plotted against the corresponding
value for isozyme 2. If the ratio was constant the
values should fallon a straight line (positive slope),
indicating an in-phase relationship. However; no
particular relationship is evident, from which we
tentatively conclude that the phase between the two
oscillations is varying because of the difference in
the frequencies of the two oscillations. The
involvement of multiple oscillations would also yield a
complex pattern.
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Fig.41 INSULIN STIMULATION OF PHOSPHORY1~TION
POTENTIAL OSCILLATIONS: PROTEIN X
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram gives Enright periodograms for the
oscillation in the level of the BiRD phosphoprotein
(protein X), for extracts of MEL cells in the absence
or presence of insulin. The latter was added at time
zero minu~es while an equal volume of buffer was added
to the control culture. The stimulating effect of
insulin can be seen affecting several oscillations,
although a contribution from the harmonics probably
exists. Corresponding changes for 63kD phosphoprotein
(protein Y) are given in Fig.42. The effect may be
partly due to changes in the periods of some
osod l.Latd.ons ,

(The phosphorylation potential results, including the
effect of insulin are discussed more fully in an
article in press (Ferreira et al 1994a).
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Figa42 INSULIN ST~21.LATION OF PHOSPHORYLATION
POTENTIAL OSCILLATION: PROTEIN Y
(MEL cells in stirred suspension).

This diagram gives Enright periodograms for the
oscillation in the intensity of the 63kD
phosphoprotein (protein Y), for extracts of MEL cells
in the absence or presence of i.nsulin. The latter
was added at time zero minutes while an equal volume of
buffer was added to the control culture. It is
evident that the hormone also stimulates the
oscillations affecting the phosphorylation potential
for protein y~ There is evidence for the
presence of bursts of some oscillations in the
control; after the addition of the hoz-mciethere seems
to be continuous activity.
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Fiq~43 COMPARISON OF 'rHE OSCILLATIONS IN THE
PHOSPHORYLATION POTENTIAL FOR PROTEIN X AND
PROTEIN Y IN INSULIN TREATED MEL CELLS
(cells in stationary monolayer)

This Q1agram gives Enright periodograms for
variations in the phosphorylation potential for protein
X and protein Y in another experiment. it can be seen
that for these insulin treated cellst the major
oscillations for the protein X and protein Y differ in
period.
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Fig.44 THE IMMEDIATE EFFECT OF INSULIN ON
PHOSPHOTYROSlNE PHOSPHATASE
OSCILLATIONS IN MEL CELLS
(cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram
activity for two

shows oscillations in the enzyme
control experiments and also for

corresponding cultures to which insulin was added at
time zero. The initial cultures were split into two
groups of subcultures, which were arbitrarilly assigned
to control and treated groups. Insulin was added to one
group of cultures and an equal volume of buffer added
to the other (see appendix IX). Although there are
amplitude differences for the two control experiments,
the frequencies are si~ilar, around 10 minutes, and
both show evidence for double periodicity (discussed in
the phosphotyrosine phosphatase section). The results
for the insulin-treated cultUres are almost identical
but the oscillation period is now about a 25
only a trace of the double periodocity is
one experiment.

minutes,
evident in

The continuous spectrophotometric assay was used
for all the studies reported here.

The right hand scale refers to experiment 41.

Cell number for a) 5.9 x 106 cells/ml (exp.40)
b) 6.1 x 106 cells/ml (exp.41)
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Fig. 45. THE EFFECT OF INSULIN ON l?HOSPHOTYROS:nm

PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY OSCIlt..LATIONS

IN MEL CELLS

(cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram shows the act.ivity oscillations for
the enzyme for two experiments (using the same initial
MEL cell suspez:.SiOB) for the control and insulin
treated serLes of cultures. 3() and 48 hours after
treatment with the hormone. At :~6 hours the amplitude
of the oscillation in the ho~none treated cells is
considerably lower but the mean level is much higher:
there is evidence for the existence of multiple
periodicity in both. At 48 hours the amplitudes are
more similar for the control and insulin treated cells,
but. the mean level was highet', possibly because
further replication had beEm initiated by the
hormone (unfortunately the ~::ellnumbers were not
measured at that time). The double periodicity is
still marked
treated cells.

in the control culture but less in the

The right hand scale refers:to insulin treated
cells.

Initial cell number for
a) 6.2 x 106 cells/ml (exp.43)
b) 5.2 x 106 cells/ml (exp.44)
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Fiq.46 IMMEDIATE EFFECTS OF INSULIN ON THE
PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE SPECIFIC
ACTIVITY OSCILLATION
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

In previous diagrams (Fig.44 and Fig.45) the
oscillations shown were for the activity of the enzyme,
no correction being made for the amount of protein in
the particular extract. As discussed elsewhere, there
is an osci.llation in the amount of extractable protein
which complicates interpretation of specific activity
fluctuations but examp.Lea are given here for two
experiments. Comparison of the insulin treated cells
with the corresponding control indicates that the
hormone rapidly alters the period, mean and waveform
but has less effect on the amplitude. Thus from visual
inspection the period increases from about 13 minutes
to around 20 minutes (the number of values is too small
for per amp plots) •The multirle penLod.lr >t:.y seen in the
controls is lost, there is a slight drop in the mean
specific activity in both cases&

Cell number for a) 5.90 x 106 cells/ml (exp.40)
b) 6.10 x 106 cells/ml (exp.42)
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Fiq.47 THE COMBINED EFFEC~S OF INSULIN AND HMBA
ON PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE ACrIVITY
OSCILLATIONS
(~mL cells in stationary mo.,olayer).

This diagram shows oscillations in the activity of
control cultures and those treated with both insulin
and HMBA, immedi~tely after adding the agents (or
buffer to control cultures) and 48 hours later. In both
cases the agents decrease the amplitude of the
oscillation and slightly increase the mean. Double
periodicity can be seen in both control cultures but
the waveform of the oscillation in the treated cells is
more complex, this contrast$with the affect of insulin
alone. It is more difficult to estimate the period of
the osoi.Ll.atn.onin the treated cells because of the
complex wavefo~m, but the frequency obviously remains
high, again in contrast to the effects of insulin
alone. This result su.pportsthe original idea that
insulin and HMBA may have antagonistic action on the
cells.

ThIS right hand scale refers to the agents treated
cells.

Cell number for a) 6.10 x 106 cells/ml (exp.42)
b) 6.20 x 106 cells/ml (exp.43)
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Fig.4S EFFECT OF INSULIN ON THE OSCILLATION IN
THE PYRUVATE ACTIVITY or LDH
(MEL cells in stir:redsuspension)

Insulin has no obvious effect on the pyruvate
activity oscillation as judged from the time plots of
the raw data. This Enright periodogram shows that
several rhythms contribute toward the observed
periodicity. Insulin might have caused a drift in the
periods of one or two rhythms but this effect could
have been spontaneous. It should be born in mind that
any actlnn of the hormone on long period rhythms would
not be detected because of the short duration of these
e>':periments.

Cell number = 1.60 X 106 cells/ml
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Fiq.49 EFFECT OF INSULIN ON OSCILLATION IN THE
AMOUNT OF ACTIVE IDH ISOZYME IN MEL CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

From this diagram it would seem that insulin has a
rapid effect on the two modulating rhythms. There also
seems to be an increase in the mean and the amplitude
of
of
the

the modulating rhythm. Although the wave
the two modulating rhythms seem distinct
addition of the hormone, they are

forms
before

similar
afterwards. This migllt be due a
synchronizing effect of insulin.

Cell nUDIDer= 1.60 x 106 cellsjml
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Fig.50 ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM POR THE ACTIVE LDH

ISOZYME OSCILLATION: EFFECT OF INSlrLIN
ON MEL CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram also suggests that the hormone
influences this rhythm more than that (. the pyruvate
activity of the extracts. However, in contrast to the
last diagram this one indicates an ''lancementof low
frequency components. The period ot some of the high
frequency oscillation~ may be affected, some appear to
be increasing in period during the initial stages,
which makes interpretation difficult.

Cell number = 1.00 x l06 cells/ml
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Fig.51 ACTION OF INSULIN ON LDB ACTIVITIES AND

APPARENT ISOZYME PATTERN: ENRIGHT PLAN PLOTS

(MEL cells in suspension)

In the experiment concerned here, insulin appears
to give rise to the app~arance of isozyme oscillations
with periods between 55-65 minutes and either inhibits
those with periods 65-70 minutes and 50-55 minutes or
changes their frequency. Alternatively it. may have
stabilised the rhythm with a period varying from about
46-55 minutes.

c..~e....
Although there 4s some similarity in the pyruvate

activity periodogram, the response differs from those
seen in the ~jP plot. The periodogram for their
ketobutyrate activity oscillations are quite distinct
from the isozyme rhythms. This would seem to support
the view (see Fig.32) that kinetics and specificity of
LDR are modulated by distinct factors.

Cell number 6= 1.23 x 10 ccllsjml

I
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Fiq.52a#b EFFECTS OF INSULIN ON THE ~SOZYME BAND
INTENSITY AND ISOZYME "SPECIFIC ACTIVITY":
INVE?SE PERIODOGRAMS
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

These diagrams obtained from two different
experiments
the stain
for the

show periodograms for the oscillation in
Lrrcens Ity (a)

protein level
without

and (b)

"correction"
with this

Ifcorrection" (the activity stain "specific
activityll).Both diagrams show the same effects, these
are:

(i) the occurrence 01 several dominant rhythms (and
harmonics thereof wtJeh initially are all
gradually increased in frequency)

(ii) after the addition of insulin the pattern
of behaviour appears to stabilize

(iii) both diagrams show the sim.ultaneous existence of
a broad band of frequencies at the begi~ing of

<tthe plots which exist only for a short duration
of time .. Such behaviour (seen also in other
parameters) may be due to the existence of

transient chaotic behavtour [see text] •

Cell number for a) 1.60 x 106 cells/ml (exp.52)
b) 1.22 x 106 cells/ml (exp.51)
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Fig ..53 EN.4~IGHTPERIODOGRAM: EFJ!ECT OF INSm.IN ON THE

S/P RATIO OSCILLATION IN MEL CELLS

(cEl11Is in stirred suspension)

The results shown here seem to suggest that the
hormone increases the period of the oscillations with
initial period of 45-50 -ai.nuties, and decreases the
period of oscillations having periods of 65-80 minutes.
However I the changes appear to be initiated befol"D the
point of addition of insulin. Since the two rhy'thms
(bands) have similar period after the addition of the
hormone, the possibility seems to exist that they
mutually synchronise with one another. After a short
delay the long period rhythms reappear but are enhanced
in amplitudes.

Cell number = 1.22 x 106 cells/rol
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Fig. 54. THE El"FECT OF INSULni ON THE EXTRA,CTABLE

PROTEIN OSCILLN2ION; ENRIGHT PERIOt~RAM
(MEL cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram could be taken to indicate that
insulin affects the frequencies of certaii'loscillations
contributing towards the extractable protein rhythms,
enhancing som~ and inducing long period oscillations.
The results may be compared with the effect of the
hormone on the B/P ratio oscillation shown in Fig.53.
Mor~ extensive analysis of these effects is given in
the article in press (Ferreira at al 1994b).
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Fig • ss INVERSE Pl"FIODOGP.AM FOR THE EXTRACTABLE PRO'P.EIH

OSCILLATION~ EFFECT OF INSID ..IN

(MEL cells in st:ati,.:marymonolayer)

These periodiog~ams are presented in support of
the view that insulin appears to

(i) induce additional oscillations in some parameters,
and

(ii) stabilize period drift (compare with Fig.52a
and Fig.52b).

cells
Additional bands appear in the insulin treated

(some may be harmonics) but all are constant in
The frequencies may differ slightly from the

ill the controls.
period.
rhythms

n.b: the step interval used in these diagrams is
fractional, which emphasizes the pattern of behaviour
by repeating each curve several times. However, this
procedure tends to suggest discrete shifts where the
period is changing with time, whereas in actual fact
the variation is smooth (compare with upper diagram of
Fig.55).
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Fig. 56 THE EFFECT OF HHBA ON THE PROTEIN X
PHOSPHORYLATION POTENTIAL OSCILLNFION
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

This dingram shows the immediate effects of HMBA
on the pattern of behaviour and those observed 36 and
72 hours later~ In these figures, the results have not
been corrected
extrac·ts. It

for the protein le",el of the various
would seem that in the short term the

inducer of differentiation decreases the mean level and
alters the waveshape of the oscillation and possibly
slightly affects the period. After 72 hours there is a
partial recovery of waveform (i.e. double periodicities
are aga.in evident as seen in the corresponding control,
also determined at 72 hours). However the mean value is
now considerably lower, from this diagram alone it is
not clear if the difference in the mean at 72 hours is
due to inhibition of replication. The amplitude of the
oscillation also seems to recover somewhat by 72 hours.
It would thus seem that HMBA has a rapid but transient
effect on the phosphorylation potential which may be
involved in the induction process.

Cell number for a) 3.3 x 106 cells/ml (exp.90)
b) 3.2 x 106 cells/ml (exp.91)
c) 3.3 x 106 ce:l.ls/ml(exp.93)
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Fig. 57 THE EFFECT OF BHBA ON THE OSCILLATION IN
PHOSPHOTYROSINE PHOSPHATASE ACTIVITY
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

This diagram shows the immediate effects of HMBA on
the phosphotyrosine phosphatase oscillation and also
the pattern observed at 36 and 72 hours later. The
inducer has a rapid effect on the amplitude, mean and
waveform of the oscillation (although double
periodicity is still evident) and there is possibly a
slight effect on the period and phase. At 36 hours the
response of the mean and amplitude are still evident,
and the waveform is more complex. At 72 hours the mean
level is considerably lower but the amplitude, waveform
and period are much the same as the control at time
zero, although the pattern :.::_behaviour for the
corresponding control at 72 hours is decreased in
amplitude. Howe"',erthese results are not "corrected"
for protein and the lower mean at 72 hours may reflect
inhibition of x"epli.cation by HMBA. Compare these
results with the action of HMBA on protein
phosphorylation (Fig.56). It appears that both
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation processes are
rapidly but temporarily affected by the inducer.

Cell number for a) 4.3 x 106 cells/ml (exp.30)
b} 4.6 x 106 cells/ml (exp.31)
c) 7.0 x 106 cells/ml (expo34)
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.Fig. 58 THE EFFECT OF HMBA AT 72 HOURS ON THE
O~CILLA.TION IN THE LDR ISOZYME
(MEL cells in stationary monolayer)

Unlike the phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
results, at 72 hours there is no difference in the mean
level for this oscillation compared with the
corresponding controlo The amplitude of the oscillation
is about the same. There appears to be a phase-shift
compared with the control but this is uncertain. Double
periodicity waveform is evident in the treated
cultures, whereas the control seems to exhibit tri~
periodicity. The c~ll number was not determined at 72
hours but if it was lower in treated cultures than in
the control (because of an inhibition of
replication), one might expect the mean level of this
enzyme to be lower as with the phosphotyrosine
phosphatase and phosphorylation pctential values.
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Fig.59 EFFECT OF HMBA ON THE EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN

OSCII~TION IN MEL CELLS
(cells in stationary monolayer)

From these results it would appear that the HMBA
also has a rapid effect on this rhythm but the duration
of the experiment was too short for particular effects
to be distingu~shed. There is possibly a transient
effect on the period giving rise to a tempora,ry shift
in phase relative to the control. Initially, the mean
level app~ars to be lowered somewhat. At later times
(36 and 72 hours), there is an increase in the mean,
which does not seem to be explicable in terms
of an inhibition of cell replication. There is
possibly a slight difference in the period when
compared with the control.
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Fig. 60 OSCILLATIONS IN THE LDH PYRUVATE
ACTIVITY IN CELL FREE ,EXTRACTS OF MEL CELLS

Crude extra~ts of MEL cells were centrifuged at
low speed with the intention of attempting to see if
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of LDH could be
detected which might thus account for the o~cillation

Determination of thein the amount of active isozyme.
pyruvate ~ctivity at intervals
ampl.itude oscillation were

suggested
r".occu~J.ng even

the amplitude

that low

extracts.
fluctuations

ATP increases
in
of

these
the

sugs~sting that the low amplitude in the
untreated cells was due to depletion of the endogenous
ATP. These results lead us to question the results of
many studies including some of the present results on
cell extracts where oscillations may be occu~ng and
are affecting the reactions being observed.
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Fig.51 LDR ACTIVITY OSCILLATION IN THE CELL AND
PARTICLE FREE EXTRACTS OF MEL CELLS

In the origillal experiment (Fig.60) on the cell
free system, the extracts presumably contained
_iii tochondria and other organelles. For the experiment
shown here, extri1ictswere prepared as for experiment
described in Figa60 and then centrifuged at high speed
(40,000g for 60 nd.nuties) to remove the particles
before sampling was str~ted. In this case ATP was added
halfway through the e:k..riment as indicated. It can be
seen from this figure that low amplitude oscillations

DC (. .. , .... \ ..... ~were still oe~a, the period va~ying in the range of
4-·6 minutes before add!tion of ATP. Thereafter the
period increased to 6-12 minutes and the
amplitude also increased, both in agreement with
the results of the original experiment although here
the effects were gradually lost after 30 minutes,
presumably due to utilisation of ATP. However, a
discrete increase in the mean was retained.
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Fiq.62 OSCILLATION IN THE AMOUNT OF ACTIVE LDB ISOZYME
IN CELL AND PARTICLE FREE EXTRACT OF MEL CELLS

Samples of the extracts used for the expez'Lment;
described in Fig.6I, were frozen dow~ immediately in
liquid nitrogen and when convenient these were thawed
and immediately electrophoresed. As can be seen in ~his
diagram oscillations in the amount of active isozyme
still occurred in the cell and particle free syst.em,
but in this case ATP had little obvious effect on the
period, amplitude or mean of the oscillation. Th'; agent
may have altered the frequency of the period modulating
rhythms (the larger amplitude change in the latter at
about 25 minutes is artifactual and arises because of a
shoUlder rather than a well defined peak in the
original plot (top diagram) •
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Fig.63 ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAMFOR THE LDH PYRUVATE

ACTIVITY OSCILLATION IN CELL AND PARTIC~
FREE SYSTEM: EFFECT OF ATP

This diagram confirms the existence of a high
frequency oscillation in the pyruvate ar:";ivityof the
extract and that ATP stimulates the rhythm and
increases the period slightly. It is possible that some
components were depleted during the longer
centrifugation period used to prepare this extract.
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Fig ..64 EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN RHYTHM IN MEL CELT..S

(c~lls in stationary monolayer)

As indicated in the text, this oscillation has
been re00rted to occur in a number of cells: in this
and the following diagrams it is shown th~t it is also
seen in MEL and HL-'60 cells; not previously described.
The oscillation is observed in all experiments carried
out but it is shown that it is of a higher frequency
than hitherto reported and thi~t it appears to be
periodically modulated with r~spect to period and
amplitude as for all other rhythms. These conclusions
may be drawn from the per amp plots given here.
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Fig..65 EXTRACTABLE PROTE:tN RHYTHMS IN TWO PARALLEL

MEL CELL EXPERIMElWES

(cells in stationlary monolayer)

This diagram shows thte protein oscillation in two
set,~ of cultures in parallel experiments. Marked
similarity between the two is evident, thus confirming
for example I that the lar'[:Jepeak at 50-60 minutes is
real. It should be reme:mDered that in the monolayer
studies cultures are arbitrarily assigned to one set of
cultures or to the other and these are selected at
random at the time intervals. One would not expect to
get agr6ement like this unless what happens in one
culture is also taking place in the others.

Cell number for a) 1.2:8 x 106 cells/ml (exp.24C1P)
b) 1.38 x 106 cellslml (exp.25C1P)
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Fig.1S6 .ENRIGHT PERIODOGRAM FOR THE EXTRACTABLE

PROTEIN OSCILLATION IN PA.RALLEL CULTURES

OF MEL CELLS

(cells in stationary nonc.rayer)

This diagram gives Enright periodograms for the
two oscillations presented in Fig.55. It shows that,
despite the close similarities of the two, there are
differences detectable by this analysis. Periodograms
of a number of oscillations discussed in the thesis
suggest the existence of low frequency rhythms (p~riods
greater than 60 minutes), but the short duration of
most experiments does not allow us to be dogmatic about
them.
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Fig.67 EXTRACTABLE PROTEIN OSCILLATION IN HL-60 CELLS
(cells in stirred suspension)

This diagram confirms that the oscillation occurs
in HL-60 cells as well and exhibits the same
characteristics with regard ~o the apparent modulation
of the period and amplitude. Although the sampling time
is longer here it seems probable that the oscillation
period is as short as the rhythm in MEL cells.

Cell number = 7.80 :lC 106 cellsjml
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DISCUSSION

Scientists feel that it is not correct
to introduce subjectiveness.

The student of time series
cannot be purists in that sense.

He can make the primary data available
and explain how he has treated that data.

Anyone who disagrees with what he has done
can carry out his own analysis !I!

from: TIME SERIES ANALYSIS
by M.G. KENDALL
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CHAPTER. IV

DISCUSSION

GENERAL COMMENTS

One of the major roles of a biochemist is to
provide insight into biological and pathological
enigmas. As indicated, the most important outstanding
biological problems of cell behaviour, replication,
differentiation and ageing, all involve highly dynamic
aspects of cell behaviour - they are all time-dependent
phenomena and this indicates the need to determine not
only the various reactants concerned but also to
discover the kind of kinetics responsible for the time
dependencies.

A continuous dynamic state can exist only as a
result of repetitive disturbances of external origin,
or, sustained self-generated behaviour, that is,
arising within the system itself. While it is
critical to distinguish between oscillations having
their origins within the cell and those arising as a
result of periodic external signals (zeitgebers) which
force internal reactions to follow a similar time
course, it seems evident that most observed rhythms are
endogenous. However, interaction between all existing
rhythms must always be taken into account when
considering the overall characteristics and behaviour of
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the cell. Unfortunately one is unable to conclude
that the observed rhythms exis~ in each and every
cell in the population but certainly one can expect
similar variations to
otherwise no periodicity

existf in each cell
would be detected. However,

for simplicity in the discussion it will be assumed
that essentially the same pattern of behaviour is
occurring in each cell.

The various problems can be considered on their own
and without
taking part.

reference to the nature of the constituents
Suoh an approach may actually aid the

identification of those components involved in specific
those responsible should have to follow

time course necessary to explain
considered. This was the case with

processes, as
the particular
the phenomenom
the cyclins once it was accepted that the cell cycle
was a rhythmic process (see Introduction). Time
keeping is frequently accounted for in terms of
biological clocks
behaviour) possibly
cellular rhythms are
although this thesis,

(in particular,
because it is

oscillatory
believed that

constant in characteristics,
for example, shows that this is

not necessarily the case.

It has been suggested by Goodwin, 196.,~ Gilbert
(1968, 1969, 1984a) that the underlying dynamics must be
oscillatory and the latter proposed that, under
particular steady state conditions, cells have
characteristic patterns of temporal organisation. It
followed that altered cell properties and both
differentiation and transformation involve changes in
the dynamic behaviour of cellular control systems, that
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is, in the pattern of cellular oscillations. The results
presented here have an indirect bearing on
facets of cell biochemistry.

various

Biochemical periodicities in cells were first
reported many years ago but for most of the intervening
time such reactions were regarded merely as curiosities.
In the last decade greater attention has been paid to
rhythmic processes (i) as the number of examples
increased markedly (Edmunds, 1988, Berridge and Rapp,
1979), (ii) as the widespread nature of their occurence
was confirmed and (iii) as it became understoo~ that
oscillatory behaviour offered explanations for a range
of important biological phenomena. Additional energy has
come from the discovery of new physiological rhythms and
the realisation that some of these, at least, may arise
within certain individual cells rather -than as a result
of interactions between distinct ti.ssues. The
melatonin/pineal gland system is an example (e.g.,
Binkley et al, 1978).

In these experiments I have detected,
rhythmic variations in the phosphorylation
two different proteins (Ferreira et aI,

or confirmed,
potential of
1994a): in

the activities of phosphoamino acid phosphata~~s; in the
amount of extractable protein (Ferreira et al 1994b)i
in the LDH activity; in the amount of active LDHi in
the apparent and actual isozyme pattern. Each of
these rhythms show exactly the same kind of
behaviour (and have similar frequencies)
suggesting the same underlying processes. The
phospho amino acid phosphatase experiments are too
short in duration to b7sure but it seems likely that
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they too will exhibit the same general characteristics6

namely the periodic modulation of the frequencies, mean
levels and amplitudes of the primary rhythms. Indeed,
studies of the modulating rhythms show that they too are
modulated in similar fashion. The phosphatase
oscillation frequency is likely to be even higher than
shown here, otherwise there could be little dynamic
balance between the forward and reverse phosphorylation
reac"cions. In fact it seems highly probable that all of
the rhythms have even higher frequencies.

If one is interested in studying the effects of
agents on oscillatory processe~ it is generally
preferred to examine them when they are in a steady
state} otherwise it can be extremely difficult ·to

CiVsep~rate the effects of the agent from the steady state.
However, it is impossible to know when the cells are in
a true steady state unless one monitors them
continuously,
hand (Gilbert
sampling
prevent
produce
would exist

possibly for a prolonged period, before
1974, 1.984). Even then ~ the continual

may influence the observations, and either
a steady state being reached, or, it may
a stea-1y state which differs from that which

if the cells were not monitored
the other

may be
being co-

(Gilbert,
hand,
affecting
ordinated
Therefore
are not
possible

personal communication). On
in the steady state several rhythms

the parameter of interest but,
in time I they may appear

the advantage of studying cells
in a steady state is that it

as
when
may

one.
they

be
to determine or not several

regulators or processes are iI'::'1olved. Being
concerned with this aspect of cellular dynamics, no
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particular
a steady

attempt was made to qiV2 cells time to reach
state before adding insulin or ID4BA

although, as the biological effec~s of the latter
do not become evident until 72 hours after adding the
agent, some cultures examined had time to stabilise
to some extent. However, if differentiation was
induced they could not be in a true steady state.
Nevertheless, in this case it is noteworthy that
the period and amplitude modulating rhythms are more
similar than is usually the case which could be due to
synchronisation of the different rhytl~s involved.

The present results thus support the contentions
(Gilbert 1968, 1974. 1984) that differentiation and
hormone action (intracellular signalljng) occur through
chdnges in the pattern of temporal organisation ~f
oscillatory processes in the cells.

DETECTION OF OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOUR

Although periodograms ideally require windows which
are long enough to cover a large number of cycles of an
oscillation, it seems that they can nevertheless be
used for much sh.ortertime intervals. In fact, long
windows may not be suitable at all when, as is often the
case here, the frequency of an oscillation changes with
time (see Figs.21,50,52a,52b,68 for example). On the
other hand, none of the periodograms show evidence for
rhythmic modulation of the period but this may be
because of the accompanying modulation of the amplitude
or because the process~ is too rapid for the windows
used.
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THE PERlt:>nS OF THE OflCILLATIONS

Because the rhythms are so irregular (see later) it
is diffic:ult to give the periods of thE~ oscillations
with any certaint.y i especially as they often aeem to
vary with time anci are not single rhythmso One can
estimatE~ a range of periods from the Per-~;.mp plots and
one can decide whether or not the period:i.citios are of
higher fJ:equenc)! t:t'lan previously believed, but in
each case , the pDssibility exdsus that the true
frequenc.y is even higher than t.he lower val ues
determilrled here. ]]1 view of the fact that agents can
affect the periods; it is also evident. that the
frequenci1es are not fixed but depend on the actual
condi t.Lons used for -the experiments.

In order to d,:!termine the true period of an
oscillation which
necessary tC\ make
of the rhy't:hm.

is sampled in a discrete manner, it is
at least two determinations per cycle

From other studies (Lax 1972; Gilbert
1974b), and from this one as well, it is evid-ent that
interpretati -11 of rhythmic changes can be markedly
dependent on l:,\oth (a) th,\~ratio of the sampling interval
to the real pe~iod 01 the underlying oscillation, and
(b) by the tim:'.ngs of the sampling relative to the phase
of the periodicity. If the sampling time is too long
then interpretation of frequency I alnpli tude and phase
of the oscillation can be incorrect~ this picture can
deteriorate further if the Gells are not at steady state
and the freque,ncy is changing. unplublished work
(Gilbert) shows that an agent: can appear to decrease the
period of the rhythm wher.eas, in fact, the reverse is
true. The situation becomes more complex still when more


